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FOREWORD 
The work reported herein was performed under NASA Contract NAS 2-10680 under 
the direction of NASAl Ames (National Aeronautics & Space Administration, Ames 
Research Center), Moffett Field, California. Mr. George Aoyagi (NASAl Ames) was the 
Project Monitor. 
This report is the result of a conceptual design study to analyze and design an engine 
flow diverter system along with accommodations for an ejector system in an existing 
large scale wind tunnel model equipped with YJ-97 engines. 
The contractor was General Dynamics Fort Worth Division, Fort Worth, Texas. Mr. 
R. J. Springer (Program Manager) directed the study with the support of Dr. L. G. Hunter, 
B. F. Langley, and O. R. Brock. The overall effort was Under the supervision of Mr. C. F. 
Crabtree, Engineering Chief, Propulsion Design Group. General Electric, General 
Dynamics subcontractor, provided the engine performance data and performed the 
Conceptual design study for the engine flow diverter valve. General Electric's technical 
efforts were directed by Mr. T. Plant who was supported by J. Holowach, K. S. SCheffel, 
and T. A. Hauer. 
This report describes the results of work conducted during the period 6 August 1980 
to 6 July 1981. 
Ii 
SUMMARY 
A conceptual design baseline configuration for an engine flow diverter - duct system 
was developed for an ejector installation into an existing large-scale fighter model with 
two YJ-97 engines. The ejector selected for the conceptual design study was a short 
, 
diffuser type (Alperin ejector) and was to be located in the strake of the model. The 
program objective was to accommodate the engine flow diverter, ducting, and lift ejector 
system within the existing contours using as much of the existing model parts as possible. 
Due to structural arrangements and available space in the model, the system could 
not be accommodated within the existing model without significant modifications. 
Various model modification options were evaluated. The most extreme modification 
option required, in addition to moving the engine nacelles outboard, a five foot extension 
to lengthen the model. A limited modification option did not include the five foot 
extension. The limited modification was selected by NASA and was an option in which the 
ejector was sized to take 50% of the engine flow with the remaining flow going to the 
existing VEO nozzles. This modification is summarized in Figure 1.2. Since the program 
objective was to evaluate the lift ejector performance, no consideration was given to the 
location of the center of gravity or aerodynamic center of the model. 
Circular and rectangular engine flow diverter valve and duct designs were 
evaluated. A rectangular diverter valve and duct design was selected in order to provide 
acceptable flow losses in the limited space available in the model. 
Design tasks for the lift ejectors were not a part of this program. Since there was 
no finalized definitlon aVailable during this study the ejector configuration and size was 
ill 
scaled up from the preliminary design provided from a 0.2 scale model of the E205 Alperin 
ejector configuration. 
A computer program was developed to accommodate three modes of operation for 
evaluation of the engine flow diverter and lift ejector system. The first mode of opera-
tion provides performance evaluation with all engine exhaust flow out the VEO nozzle and 
none through the ejectors. The second mode of operation provides split flow to the lift 
ejectors and through the VEO nozzle. The third mode of operation provides all flow to the 
lift ejectors with ejector bleed nozzle flow. 
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1. I N T ROD U C T ION 
The ob jective of this program is to conduct a conceptual design study of developing 
an engine flow diverter system to supply engine exhaust gases to airframe mounted lift 
ejectors for V/STOL type operation. The conceptual design study is to utilize an existing 
large scale wind tunnel model equipped with two General Electric turbo jet YJ97 engines. 
The system is to be designed for minimum effects on the engine operating characteristics 
for minimum thrust loss and to fit within the contours of the existing large scale model 
shown in Figure 1-1. In addition a computer program is to be developed to analyze the 
effects on the engine operating characteristics, the pressure losses, the nozzle flow area, 
the nozzle total pressure and temperature, nozzle flow rate, and nozzle thrust for dif-
ferent flow diverter modes of operation. 
The conceptual design study was accomplished by first determining the lim ita tions 
and constraints fo the existing 3/4- scale NASA/Ames model shown on Figure 1-1. Vari~us 
. 
model structural modification options were evaluated. General Electric, subcontractor to 
General Dynamics, conducted the conceptual design study for the engine flow diverter 
valve along with providing the engine operating characteristics for the YJ-97 engine. 
General Dynamics accomplished the conceptual design for the flow diverter system ducting 
and integrated the complete system into the existing model with modifications. A number 
of structural modifications in the conceptual design study were developed to determine _ 
the trade-off options that would best accommodate the lift ejectors and the engine flow 
diverter-duct system into the model. The selected configuration concept modified the 
existing 3/4 scale model by relocating the nacelles outboard, moving the engine forward, 
and extending the VEO nozzles aft. These model modifications are shown in Figure 1-2. 
1 
In additIon General DynamIcs developed a computer program that provIdes a means 
for analyzing the flow diverter/ejector performance by varyin~ parameters, such as mode 
of operation, change in engme operating characteristics, pressure drop losses, flow coeffi-
CIents, and changes m ejector nozzle areas. The computer accommoda tes three modes of 
operatlon for evaluation of the engine flow diverter and lift ejector system. The first 
mode of operation provides performance evaluation wIth all engme exhaust flow out the 
VEO nozzle and none through the ejectors. The second mode of operation provIdes split 
flow to the lift ejectors and through the VEO nozzle. The third mode of operatlon pro-
vides all flow to the lift ejectors with ejector bleed nozzle flow. 
2 
FIGURE 1-1. LARGE SCALE WIND 
TUNNEL MODEL 
of:' 
FWD. EJECTORS 
(36.5 IN. X 54.5 IN.) 
ENGINES 
r~OD I F I CAT ION DES I GN CONCEPT 
FOR BASELINE CONFIGURATION 
--I 
ENGINE NACELLES 
22.0 IN. OUTBD.MDVE 
13.0 IN. FWD MOVE 
FWD/AFT 
EJECTOR DUCTING 
FIGURE 1-2 
AFT EJECTORS 
(36.5 IN. X 36.5 IN.) 
VEO NOZZLES 
7.0 IN. AFT roVE 
2. MOD I FIe A T ION 0 P T ION S T 0 
EXISTING MODEL 
Modifications necessary to install an engme flow diverter system, as shown in Figure 
2-1, into the existing 3/4 scale model located at NASA/Ames have been determined 
through progressive design concepts. Care has been taken to evaluate the design on the 
basis of material availability, fabrication effort and cost effectiveness. 
Initially a 1/10 scale drawing (GD3616-ROOl) was made of the model with full-scale 
sections taken of the strake area at various critical locations such as the cross section of 
the torque-box support as shown on sheet 2 of the drawing. This highlighted the structural 
areas of most concern. 
A second scale drawing (GD3616-R002) was made with a close approximation of 
properly sized Alperin ejectors overlayed onto the strake area. Ejector envelope 
dimensions were obtained from the 7 x 10 model drawing, reference 2-3. The proportIons 
of the ejectors to the 3/4 scale model clearly showed the need to alter either the model or 
ejectors or both for a workable arrangement. 
The third drawing (GD3616-R003) represented only a slight modification by moving 
the engine nacelles outboard 17.00 in. to widen the strake for the ejectors and by 
shortening the ejectors to avoid moving the primary attachment fittings. No attempt was 
made to coordinate the sizing of the ejector WIth the performance of the engine. 
In order to satisfy performance and phYSIcal reqUIrements, the fourth drawing 
(GD3616-R004) shows the engine nacelle moved outboard 17.00 m. and an extenSIon 
sectIon of 58.95 in. added to the aIrframe. ThIS would allow the fit of a SIzed ejector 
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more closely matched to the engme characteristics. However, the overall height of the 
ejector far exceeded the height of the existing strake. 
As a logical progressive variation, drawing No.5 (GD3616-R005) indicated a 
maximum outboard movement of 24.50 in. for the engine nacelle and continued with the 
58.95 in. extension section concept. In addition the strake area was thickened to accept 
the extra depth without leaving the ejector projected into the airstream. 
A final design concept which would provide suitable test data and stIll be cost 
effective is shown on drawing GD3616-R006. The engine nacelles were moved outboard 
22.00 in. and the strake raised to house the ejectors. The engines were moved 13.00 in. 
forward and the VEO nozzle moved 7.00 in. aft to accommodate the diverter valve and 
ejector ducting. The different conceptual designs studies and the selected configuration 
concept (Study No.6) are shown in Table 2-1. 
2.1 EXISTING LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS 
There were several limitations and constraints to be considered not only in the 
existing scale model but also with the primary design items such as the ejectors, engine 
and the VEO nozzle. 
After careful review of NASA furnished drawings of the model, it was determined to 
retain two major pieces of structure. The forward primary attachment ring and the 
torque box primary attachment fitting which supports the engine nacelle and wmgs would 
remain unaltered except for a widening section. The forward rmg and the torque box 
limIt the length of ejectors and the torque box further constrams any ducting to a 
maXImum of 9.00 in. equivalent diameter and dictates the waterline level of the ducts, as 
shown in Dwg. GD3616-ROOI, Sheet 2. 
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TABLE 2-1 
STRUCTURAL MODIFICA nON STUDY 
VEO 
MOD GO ENGINE INLET ! NOZZLE 
STUDY NO. DRAWING B.L. F.S. 
, 
F.S. , 
I , 
I 
1 {Existing} GD3516-ROOI 48.0 116.5 ! 170.8 
2 GD3616-R002 48.0 116.5 
l 170.8 I 
3 GD3616-R003 65.0 116.5 I 170.8 I 
I 
4 GD3616-R004 65.0 116.5 170.8 
5 GD3616-R005 72.5 116.5 170.8 
6 GD3616-R006 70.0 116.5 177.8 
{1} Adds 58.95 inch extension starting at F.S. 166.5. 
{2} Engine moved forward 13.0 inches. 
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I STRAKE 
,THICKNESS 
. (INCHES) I 
Varies 
15.0-21.0 
15.0-21.0 
15.0-21.0 
Varies 
115.0-21.0 {l} 
I I 31.5 (l) I 1 {Constant} . I 
15.35 {2} I (Constant) I 
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The strake level and thickness were also factors in the envelope size of the ejectors. 
For obvious reasons of aerodynamics, the strake thickness needed to be identical to the 
ejector height. 
The ejectors were given definition through a series of inputs from Flights Dynamics 
Research Corp. (FORC), NASAl Ames and General Dynamics. The diffuser skirts, as 
described by FDRC, would fold up during forward flight mode creating a relatively smooth 
lower strake area. As a refinement to the design concept of the ejector per FORC, the 
inlet ducts on each side have been reshaped thereby confining the ejector to a 36.50 in. 
width giving a rectangular overall cross section. This is best shown in VIEW A-A, dwg .. 
GO 3616-R006. 
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3. ENG I N E FLO W D I V E R T E R V A L V EST U D Y 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The effective application of the ejector lift system requires that the engine exhaust 
flow be routed from its normal path to the ejector bays with a minimum loss in total pres-
sure. With this consideration, the task at hand is to design a high performance engine 
flow diverter valve system which can be installed within the hardware constraints of the 
existing model. The following sections discuss the procedure and results of this study. 
The formulation of a set of design requirements is presented in Section 3.2. The selection 
of an acceptable design concept and the evolution of its performance and integration into 
the model is discussed in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 covers the analytical investigation into 
the flow characteristics of the diverter valve system. The results of using the diverter 
valve in an off-design flow-splitting mode is presented in Section 3.5. The conceptual 
mechanical design including design criteria and details of the non-flight weight dlverter 
valve design are discussed in Sections 3.6 and 3.7. Section 3 concludes with a discussion 
of a flight weight type diverter valve design. 
3.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
Design requirements were generated from two sources. NASA established the 
operating requirement while the existing model presented the physical constraints. 
3.2.1 Performance Requirement 
The ejector system performance requlrement was simply stated. The diverter valve 
and ejector ducting system losses shall be small enough to allow the ejectors to attam a 
18 
nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) of at least 2.7. As losses in ducts are normally expressed in 
terms of total pressure loss, this NPR requirement must be related to total pressure loss. 
This can be accomplished by examimng the YJ-97 gas generator cycle data plotted in 
Figure 3-1. Each of the plots represents the nozzle pressure ratio behavior of an exhaust 
system with a different total pressure loss between the turbine exit (Station 5.1) and the 
exhaust system throat (Station 8). In this case, Station g may be thought of as the ejector 
nozzle exit. Figure 3-la represents the ideal case when there is no pressure loss in the 
exhaust system. Successively, then, Figures 3-lb, c, and d represent exhaust systems that 
have a 596, 1096 and finally 1596 total pressure loss between Stations 5.1 and 8. Consider 
the no loss case plotted in Figure 3-1a. Nozzle pressure ratio is plotted versus the Station 
g effective exhaust area as a function of the corrected rotor speed (N/ IQIn percent) and 
compressor stall margin (SMIC, in percent). (The effective area is equal to the physical 
area times the discharge coefficient.) The horizontal line at NPR = 2.7 is the NASA 
performance requirement. Any operating point above this line, a NPR of 2.7 or higher can 
be attained. In fact, with Aeg = 109 in.2, N/ JQ = 101.596 and SMIC = 2196, the system 
would attain NPR = 3.6._ Note also that this plot indicates that Aeg must be between 
100.7 in.2 and 131.2 in.2 to attain an NPR = 2.7. At 101.5% speed a T5.1 temperature 
limit allows a minimum stall margin of only 2196. 
Move now to Figure 3-ld and examine the effect on attainable NPR of a 15% loss in 
total pressure through the exhaust system. Here, the highest attainable NPR is 3.06 
occurring at the same engine operating point as in Figure 3-la. However, the required 
Aeg is now 128 in.2• With lower total pressure at the exit, the exhaust flow requires a 
larger area for the same mass flow and total temperature. Note that the requlred NPR of 
2.7 can only be attaIned over a much smaller portion of the engine operatIng envelope. 
The result is a limited capability system with a small envelope for experimentatlon. 
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With these data in mind, a target exhaust system total pressure loss of no more than 
10% was selected. Available data on the Alperin ejector design estimates the total pres-
sure loss through it alone is about 7%. This leaves only about 3% for the remainder of the 
exhaust system which includes the engine diffuser, diverter valve, and ducting from the 
diverter valve to the ejector bay. The operating characteristics of a system with this 
target loss are plotted in Figure 3-1c. To attain a NPR of 2.7, Ae8 will be between 117 
in.2 and 136 in.2 with a rotor speed above 94% and stall margin below 26%. 
3.2.2 Physical Constraints 
The requirement to install the diverter valve within the existing nacelle hardware 
placed severe physical constraints on the design. A top and side view diagram of the nacelle! 
diverter valve area is presented in Figure 3-2. In the top view, the diverter valve en-
velope is seen to be 33 inches long running from nacelle Stations 137.8 to 170.8. The 
valve must turn the flow inboard with the inner turning radius just aft of the bulkhead at 
NS 143.5. The inboard thrust link will have to be re-positioned. The side view (Figure 
3-2b) illustrates that in flow-through operation the diverter valve must raise the center-
line of the flow 4.4 inches from waterlines 35.6 to 40.0. 
_ Within this physicaLsize enve10pe~the. diverter valve system must (1) have the capa-
bility to divert the entire engine flow to the ejector ducting, pass all of the engme flow 
straight-through to the VEO nozzle or split the engine flow between the ejector bay 
ducting and the VEO nozzle, (2) provlde accommodation for the thermal growth, (3) pro-
vide a port and connecting ductmg to the eXlsting spanwise blowing (SWB) nozzle, and (4) 
transition between circular at NS 137.8 and rectangular at NS 170.8. Another cnteria was 
established several months into the program when it was determmed that the ductmg 
downstream of the diverted leg would have to be rectangular. The diverter valve would 
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therefore have to connect to rectangular ducts at both of its exits. A discussion of the 
criteria affecting the details of the mechanical design is presented in Section 3.6. 
3.3 Concept Design 
Three candidate diverter valve concepts were considered and evaluated versus the 
design requirements outlined in Section 3.2.2. Once a concept was selected the size and 
integration evolved to meet the performance requirement of Section 3.2.1. For the final 
configuration, the method of estimating the performance is presented at the end of this 
section. 
3.3.1 Candidate Diverter Valves 
Three diverter valve concepts were considered for this study. Two had been pre-
viously developed and tested by GE in programs related to the XV5A VTOL aircraft. The 
thIrd is a new concept derived from variable area bypass technology used in variable cycle 
engines. 
The first previously tested concept is referred to as the "Sugar Scoop" diverter valve 
(Figure 3-3). The valve consists of a circular sectIon modified "tee" pipe in which a 
hollow quarter ellipsoid, or "Sugar Scoop" is mounted. The mounting angle of the sugar 
scoop within the pipe section is such that it may be rotated 1800 about its axis of sym-
metry, giving flow paths in the straight through and diverted directions WhICh approach 
constant circular section ducts. The data base {reference 3-0 for thiS concept consists of 
a 10" diameter cold flow model test. 
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Figure 3-3a. "SUGAR SCOOP" 
DIVERTER VALVE CONCEPT 
(STRAIGHT-THROUGH OPERATION) 
Figure 3-3b. "SUGAR SCOOP" 
DIVERTER VALVE CONCEPT 
(DIVERTED OPERA nON) 
A schematic of the second previously tested concept is shown in Figure 3-4. This 
two vane valve also is constructed in a modified "tee" form. The ilow through this valve 
may be completely diverted, flow straight-through, or split between the two legs 
depending on the positioning of the two vanes. This valve may be constructed in either 
axisymmetric or two-dimensional form. The data base consists of 10" diameter circular 
section cold flow model tests with two different turn radius ratios. In addition, it was 
tested in full scale behind a non-afterburning J -85 engine (reference 3-2). 
The final candidate is a peripheral port diverter illustrated in Figure 3-5. This con-
cept requires a variable throat area VEO wing nozzle to block the straight-through flow 
when diverted flow is required. A rotating outer section of the diverter duct controls the 
area of the diverter ports. The diverter flow is captured in an annular manifold for dis-
charge at the desired circumferential location. No test data exists on this concept. 
3.3.2 Concept Selection 
The selection of the most acceptable diverter valve concept was based on an 
evaluation of each candidate against five criteria. A summary of the evaluation is pre-
sented in Table 3-1. The first criteria evaluates turning total pressure loss at the 
common design Mach number of 0.3. The values for candidates 1 and 2 corne from test 
data. It was assumed that the diverted flow for candidate 3 would suffer a plenum loss of 
its total dynamIC head. The "Sugar Scoop" valve did not have a suitable flow sphtting 
capability. The peripheral port diverter required a variable area VEO wing nozzle to 
provide blockage. The two vane diverter valve was the only concept adaptable to both 
circular and 2D cross-sectIons. Finally, the peripheral port deSIgn dld not lend itself to 
prOVIsions for SWB operatlon In the straIght-through mode of operation. ThIS evaluatlOn 
process identlfies the two vane design as the best candidate. 
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TABLE 3-1 
CONCEPT SELECTION 
CANDIDATE DIVERTER VALVE CONCEPTS 
CRITERIA (1) SUGAR SCOOP (2) TWO VANE (3) PERIPHERAL PORT 
PT loss (APT/qi) .58 .35*-.69** 1.0 
Flow Splitting No Yes Yes 
Operation 
Independent Yes Yes No 
Operation 
Axi or 2-D No Yes No 
SWB Operation Yes Yes No 
* Turning vane radius ratio - 1.0 
** Turning vane radius ratio - 0.68 
Note: The turning vane radius ratio is defined as the center turning vane radius of the 
curveture divided by the duct diameter. 
3.3.3 Diverter Valve Size, Performance and Integration Evolution 
With the two vane diverter valve concept selected, the process of integrating an 
acceptable performance design could begin. As a first step, a diverter valve which fit 
within the space allocations called out in Section 3.2.2 was sketched and its performance 
estimated. Its total pressure losses were found-to-be too high. An iteration process was 
then begun which entailed an easIng of a physical1imit (by moving some structure) and a 
re-evaluatlon of performance. The evolution of design which justifies the major structural 
modifications are presented herein. 
A sketch of a design WhiCh fits withIn the existing model structural constraints is 
presented in Figure 3-6. It has a 14" diameter circular cross-section. The side View shows 
the orientation to the SWB nozzle. ThiS sketch may not be mechamcally feaSible as no 
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FIGURE 3-6. TWO VA.J."m DIVERTER VALVE DESIGN #1 
space allowances were made for thermal growth accommodation. In addition,the many 
curved lines may be difficult to construct. This design requires repositioning of the in-
board and center thrust links (as do all subsequent designs). The immediate determining 
factor is the valve total pressure loss estimate presented in Figure 3-7 which was cal-
culated from the experimental data of reference 3-2. Here, the total pressure loss ratio 
from the turbine exit to the diverter valve outlet is plotted for each engine operating 
point. As explained in Section 3.2.1, the probable operating point will be at high rotor 
speed ~94%) and low stall margin (~26%). This plot, therefore, indicates a least possible 
loss of 7% at the expected operating point which is more than double the target loss of 
3%. This loss is unacceptably high. The design illustrated in Figure 3-6, with its turning 
radius ratio of 1.0, represents the highest performing diverter valve which will fit in the 
available space. The high losses of this design are due to its small flow cross-sectional 
area. The total pressure losses are directly proportional to dynamic pressure, q, which is 
proportional to M2, which is inversely proportional to the flow cross-sectional area. 
Therefore, to reduce the total pressure losses, the diverter valve cross-sectional area 
must be increased. Since the length of the diverter valve grows proportionally with the 
cross-sectional area (diameter), the diverter valve envelope must also grow in length. 
As a result of this finding and other requirements established in the ejector installa-
tion, the following additional guidelines were established: 
1. The diverter valve will connect to the existing engine diffuser. 
2. The engine is moved 13 inches forward. 
3. The engine/nacelle is moved outboard 22 inches. 
4. The existIng fixed VEO nozzle is retained. 
5. The diverter valve shall be changed to rectangular constrUctIOn to provlde easy 
connection to the rectangular ejector bay ducting. 
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The design resulting from these new guidelines is presented in Figure 3-8. A circu-
lar to square transition piece is inserted between the engine diffuser and the 17.56 inch 
square diverter valve. In addition, the valve centerline is canted up 50 to allow con-
nection to the VEO wing nozzle at NS 170.8. The estimated total pressure loss of this 
design was found to be very acceptable 2% - 3% in the probable operating area. However, 
integration with the ejector bay ducting necessitated one more design iteratlon. 
In the previous design, the 50 cant forced the diverted channel outlet to be rotated 
50. This was determined to be unacceptable for the thermal growth connection to the 
ejector bay duct. Removing the 50 cant necessitated moving the VEO wing nozzle con-
nect plane aft 7 inches. Without this move, an unacceptably high convergence angle 
would have existed on the lower aft face of the diverter valve. This final design is illus-
trated in Figur.e 3-9. Details of the construction and exact geometry are presented in 
Section 3.6. The performance estimation methodology and the resulting performance of 
this final design are present in Section 3.3.4. 
3.3.4 Final Diverter Valve Design Performance 
Estimating the performance of the final diverter valve deslgn required the combined 
use of existing experimental data and a standard incompressible duct flow loss techmque. 
A schematic of the method used is presented in Figure 3-10. Reference 3-2 was used 
extensively as the experimental data source. This reference presents parametnc cold 
flow test results of several engine diffusers and diverter valve deslgns. The data were, 
however, for circular cross sectIon diverter valves. A correctIon was made to a square 
section by ratioing the appropriate incompressible duct flow loss parameters (from 
reference 3-3). That is, for the diverted flow channel, the loss parameter of a 900 square 
elbow was ratioed to the loss parameter for a 900 CIrcular elbow. 
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The resulting estimated performance is presented in Figure 3-11 and Table 3-2 and 
3-3. Figure 3-11a presents the total pressure loss suffered by the diverter valve in 
diverted flow operation. The losses in the probable operating region are between 2% and 
3%. This system has only about 35% of the loss suffered by the first design illustrated in 
Figure 3-6. The loss incurred during straight-through operation is presented in Figure 
3-11b. To maintain low loss through the ducting downstream of the diverter valve, it is 
important that the Mach number is low (M<O.3). Figure 3-11c illustrates that this 
requirement was accomplished. Finally, tabulations of the diverter valve exit flow 
conditions are presented in Table 3-2 and 3-3 as functions of engine operating condition. 
3.4 ANALYTICAL INVESTIGA nON 
The performance estimates of the proceeding section are based on the assumption 
that the flow entering the individual component is free of large areas of separated flow. 
An analytical study was conducted using General Electric's Streamtube Curvature (STC) 
compressible, invicid flow computer program (reference 3-4) in combination with the 
Stratford and Beavers boundary-layer code. The objective of this study were five fold: 
(1) Analyze any flow separation tendencies in the corners of the circular to square transi-
tion section. (2) Optimize the turning vane geometry and orientation in the diverter 
valve, (3) Analyze the effects of the downstream ducting on the diverter valve. (4) 
Evaluate the flow separation characteristics entering the ejector bay ductmg. (5) Provide 
pressure loadings for mechanical design. The results of this study are presented in this 
section. 
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TABLE 3-2 
YJ-97 GAS GENERATOR/OIVERTER VALVE SYSTEM 
ESTIMATED DIVERTED FLOW PERFORMANCE 
Diverter Valve 
Outlet Properties (Sta. 6.5') 
CASE SMIC NQ-~ W T PT51 PT M A 
% % Ibm/sec oR psi psi in.2 
2 21 101.5 71.59 1835 53.00 51.57 .250 1.32 276.6 
I 
3 20 95.0 63.65 1660 45.68 44.48 .243 1.33 I 
4 ~ 90.0 51.82 1561 38.51 37.66 .225 1.34 5 85.0 41.74 1544 34.44 33.83 .200 1.34 
6 25 101.5 71.42 1677 46.51 45.03 .274 1.33 
7 95.0 63.76 1491 39.53 38.28 .270 1.34 
8 90.0 52.09 1403 33.84 32.94 .24-6 1.35 
9 85.0 4-2.09 1397 30.87 30.24 .217 1.35 
10 30 101.5 71.23 14-98 38.88 37.13 .317 1.34 
11 95.0 63.82 1340 33.60 32.18 .307 1.35 
12 90.0 52.30 1257 29.11 28.13 .275 1.36 
13 85.0 4-2.4-0 1265 27.4-4 26.81 .232 1.36 
14- 35 101.5 71.06 1334 31.76 29.58 .382 1.35 
15 95.0 63.89 1201 27.97 26.24 .364- 1.36 
16 90.0 52.4-8 1124- 24-.58 23.4-5 .316 1.37 
17 V 85.0 42.68 114-2 24.05 23.35 .256 1.37 7 
PT 5.1 - Turbine EXlt Total Pressure 
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TABLE 3-3 
YJ-97 GAS GENERATOR/DIVERTER VALVE SYSTEM 
ESTIMATED STRAIGHT THROUGH FLOW PERFORMANCE 
Diverter Valve 
Outlet ProQerties (Sta. 6.8) 
CASE SMIC Ng-~ W T PT51 PT M A 
% % Ibm/sec OR psi psi in.2 
2 21 101.5 71.59 1835 53.00 52.08 .329 1.32 213.9 
3 20 95.0 63.65 1660 45.68 44.89 .321 1.33 
4 ! 90.0 51.82 1561 38.51 37.96 .294 1.34 5 85.0 41.74 1544 34.44 34.04 .261 1.34 
6 25 101.5 71.42 1677 46.51 45.51 .363 1.33 
7 j 95.0 63.76 1491 39.53 38.70 .356 1.34 8 90.0 52.09 1403 33.84 33.25 .324 1.35 
9 85.0 42.09 1397 30.87 30.46 .280 1.35 
10 30 101.5 71.23 1498 38.88 37.69 .421 1.34 
11 95.0 63.82 1340 33.60 32.66 .408 1.35 
12 90.0 52.30 1257 29.11 28.46 .363 1.36 
13 85.0 42.40 1265 27.44 27.02 .304 1.36 
14 35 101.5 71.06 1334 31.76 29.93 .525 1.36 
15 95.0 63.89 1201 27.97 26.60 .493 1.37 
16 90.0 52.48 1124 24.58 23.81 .422 1.37 
17 85.0 42.68 1142 24.05 23.58 .337 1.37 1 
PT 5J - Turbine EXIt Total Pressure 
3.4.1 Circu1ar-to-Square Transition Section 
The transition section converts the flow from circular to nearly square whlle dif-
fusing the flow by a ratio of 1.53. A study was undertaken to analyze the potential for 
flow separation in the diagonal corners of the transition section. The STC program was 
used to determine the wall static pressure distribution along the diagonal. The calculated 
streamlines and wall pressure distributions are presented in Figure 3-12. The boundary 
layer analysis indicates that separation becomes probable at NS 132.5. However, down-
stream of NS 140 the flow encounters a favorable pressure gradient which should insure 
rea ttachment. This favorable pressure gradient is caused by the converging flow channel 
through the diverter valve. 
3.4.2 Isolation Diverter Valve 
Prior to the definition of the ejector bay ducting downstream of the diverter valve, 
an STC analysis of the isolated diverter valve was undertaken to configure the valve for 
mimmum flow separation and to provide pressure loadings for the mechanical design 
analysis. Figure 3-13 presents an optimized flowpath based on a SImplified planar STC 
solution. The basic size and layout of the diverter valve system was dictated by geo-
metric constraints and the desire for minimum flow velocity at the diverter valve outlet 
(inlet of the ejector bay ducting). Therefore, the shape and orientation of the turning 
vane was the only remaining variable to affect the flow quality in the diverter valve. The 
vane analyzed m Figure 3-13 illustrates a low separation flowpath. There IS no separation 
on the vane and only two small pockets on the lower boundary. However, a separated area 
does eXIst on the upper boundary startmg at the diverter valve outlet and continumg to 
grow m the streamwise directIon. The cause of this separated regIon may be seen In 
Figure 3-14. Here the wall statIC pressure (ratioed to 14.7) are plotted versus X. By 
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FIGURE 3-14. ISOLATED DIVERTER VALVE WALL PRESSURES 
examming the upper boundary pressure data, a strong adverse pressure gradient can be 
seen for X greater than 20. This is due to flow acceleration around the corner and then 
diffusion near the diverter valve outlet. This separated area may cause flow turning prob-
lems for the flow in the ejector bay ducting downstream of the diverter valve. 
Several other turning vane shapes and orientations were examined. All other vane 
shapes produced more separation in the diverter valve and were discarded. Reorientating 
the vane of Figure 3-13 by a 50 counter-c1ockwise rotation alleviated the separation ten-
dency on the UPPER boundary but did not eliminate it. However, it caused separation to 
occur on the lower (right) side of the turning vane which then propagates into the ducting. 
3.4.3 Diverter Valve in Combination with Ejector Ducting 
The STC analysis of the diverter valve was extended to include the aft ejector bay 
ducting to study the combined effect on flow through the diverter valve and to identify 
any potential flow separation problems in the ejector ducting. 
The diverter valve/aft ejector bay ducting inviscid flowpath is illustrated in Figure 
3-15. All dimensions are in inches. The engine centerline is represented as R = o. The 
flow around the turning vane has changed slightly from that observed for the isolated 
diverter valve due to the influence of the non-uniform flow downstream. However, the 
flow separation areas are very nearly the same. The solution indicates that the flow in 
the ducting is plagued by possible flow separation. The thickness of the shaded areas are 
only an estimate of the separated boundary-layer thickness. However, the indicated start 
of the separated areas are dependable. These separated flow areas reflect the adverse 
pressure gradients illustrated in Figure 3-16. Here, the wall static pressures for each 
boundary are plotted versus the path length along each boundary. ThiS separated flow 
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entering the ducting downstream of the diverter valve can have a detrimental effect on 
the duct total pressure losses as well as making any duct pressure loss estimates optimis-
tic. Most standard duct pressure loss estimate methods depend on non-separated flow 
approaching the turn or bend. Reshaping of the ejector bay ducting and/or the addition of 
turning vanes in the ducting may alleviate this problem. 
3 • .5 DIVERTER VALVE PERFORMANCE IN THE FLOW-SPLITTING MODE 
The diverter valve was designed to handle the entire engine flow in either the di-
verted or straight-through modes. If, however, a variable area VEO wing nozzle replaces 
the fixed area VEO wing nozzle, the diverter valve may be operated in a flow-splitting 
mode. In such a case, only the engine mass flow required by the ejector nozzles would be 
routed through the diverted leg. The remaining engine mass flow would be routed 
straight-through the diverter valve and exhausted through the variable VEO wing nozzle. 
This section provides a recommended setting for the diverter valve vanes and the 
reSUlting ejector nozzle pressure ratio performance and VEO wing nozzle area required as 
a function of engine operating condition for this type of operation. 
Ideally, the diverter valve vanes should be oriented so that the flow path area split 
through the diverter valve is proportional to the mass flow split through the two legs. 
However, even with the ejector nozzle effective area fixed at 62.07 in.2, the mass flow 
split is a function of engine operating point. As a compromise the vane position WhiCh 
maximizes the total flow area and provides a near equal area split between the two legs 
was selected. ThiS recommended setting 1S illustrated in Figure 3-17. This configuration 
provides a minimum flow area through the diverter valve of 280 m.2 w1th 46% of thiS area 
dedicated to the diverted channel. 
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The estimated performance of the diverter valve/ejector system functioning in this 
type operation is based on the following assumptions. 
o An additional flow expansion loss for an area ratio of two (2) is charged to each 
diverter valve leg. 
o The straight-through leg is charged with a butterfly valve loss. 
o The ejector bay ducting loss is set at a constant 196 of total pressure. 
o The ejector bay loss is set at a constant 796 of total pressure. 
The estimated performance of the ejector system with the excess engine mass flow 
dumped through the VEO wing nozzle is presented in Figure 3-18. For each engine 
operating condition (combination of rotor speed and stall margin) the ejector nozzle pres-
sure ratio may be read on the ordinate and the required VEO wing nozzle effective area 
may be read on the abscissa. Conversely, for a given fixed VEO wing effective nozzle 
area, the maximum available ejector nozzle pressure ratio may be determined. As an 
example, with AeVEO = 60, an ejector nozzle pressure ratio of 3.15 may be obtained with 
the engine operating at 101.596 corrected rotor speed and about 2196 compressor stall 
margin. 
The intent of this section is to provide an estImate of the ejector system perfor-
mance with the diverter valve _ oper~ting in an off design Jlow-splittmg mode. U this 
method of operation is selected as the primary one, a redesign of the diverter valve mIght 
provide as much as a 196 reduction in the total pressure loss. However, as long as the 
ejector bay total pressure loss estimate contmues near 796, It will be the dnving factor 10 
total system performance. 
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3.6 MECHANICAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
The mechanical design effort of this study was to define the basic body structure, 
the mount system and the actuation system for a non-flight weight diverter valve for the 
YJ-97 engine. The study objective was to complete the preliminary design analysis to 
assure the feasibility of the selected conceptual design based on the flow-path defined by 
aerodynamic considerations and to be compatible with the modified aircraft structure as 
delineated in Section 3.3.3. 
The primary design considerations are as follows: 
1. The diverter valve will be sized to the core gas flow of the YJ-97 engine and be 
capable of diverting all or part of the flow into the ejector nozzle duct. 
2. The valve design will minimize changes to the existing model structure. 
3. A span-wise blowing port will be provided to connect to the existing SWB 
nozzle. 
4. The diverter valve internal construction will be designed for minimum pressure 
loss, flow distortion and gas leakage. 
5. A slip joint at both the forward and aft flanges will be incorporated into the 
valve body to accommodate the axial thermal growth of the engine and exhaust 
nozzle. 
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FIGURE 3-19. DESIGN CRITERIA 
6. The diverter valve mounting system will be designed to react the axial and side 
thrust components with the vanes in the normal through or diverted flow posi-
tion. 
3.7 NON-FLIGHT WEIGHT MECHANICAL DESIGN 
3.7.1 Introduction 
The layout of the YJ-97 non-flight weight diverter valve is shown in Figures 3.20, 
3.21 and 3.22. The valve consists of a reinforced two-dimensional shell with a forward 
and aft vane that can be operated independently or in tandem with the appropriate con-
necting linkage. In the straight through position, the aft vane is in the open position, 
parallel to the core flow stream, the forward vane is in the close position blocking the air 
flow from the ejector duct. In the diverter mode, the aft vane is rotated to the closed or 
blocker position and the forward vane is rotated to the open position to allow the core gas 
to enter the ejector duct. The aft and forward vanes serve as turning vanes when in the 
diverted mode to minimize turning losses. 
3.7.2 Valve Body Construction 
The valve body as shown in FIgure 3.21 is a reinforced sheet metal shell fabricatIon. 
The forward or inlet section of the body transitions from the circular YJ-97 diffuser duct 
to a rectangular cross section in the area of the vanes and the valve outlet. In additIon to 
the circular mlet and rectangular outlets, a flanged rectangular diverter leg for the 
ejector duct and a second opening on the opposite side for span-wise flow are provided. 
On each side of the valve body is a one-half lOch thick trunmon mounting pad whIch IS 
welded into the casmg. The pad also supports the forward and aft vanes bearmg pads. 
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3.7.3 Motmt Design 
The axial and side thrust loads of the diverter valve for both normal and diverted 
modes are reacted by two trunnion mounts. The preferred location of the mounts would 
be at the intersection of the axial centerline of the valve and the centerline of the ejector 
port. However, the aft vane bearing position requires the mount to be located upstream 
of the ejector duct centerline and will result in a turning moment about the mounts that 
must be reacted at the forward and aft thermal expansion joints. 
3.7.4 Vane Design and Construction 
The forward and aft vanes are subjected to a combination of pressure induced loads. 
The primary load on the vane is the differential pressure load when the vanes are used in 
the blocker position. 
A cross-section of the vane construction is shown in Figure 3-22. The vanes also 
carry a transverse tension load since the vanes are used as "tie rods" in supporting the 
valve body sides from distorting under pressure loads in the area of the trunnion mount 
pad where the reinforcing ribs are interrupted. The "tie rod" feature insures that the 
casing will not deflect along the sides of the vanes that could result in excessive leakage 
unless an expensive, conforming and flexible seal is used. Durmg operation, the vanes WIll 
also be subjected to a torque load due to the non-uniform pressure differentIal across the 
vanes and the offset in the location of the rotating center of the forward vane. 
In the non-flight weight design, no seals wlll be used since the diverter valve IS a 
one-of-a-kind fabrication and the vane penmeter can be cut to size at assembly to mml-
mize leakage. 
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3.7.5 Vane Bearing and Actuation Mechanism 
The vane bearings consist of hard Stelllte /16 bushings press-fit into the bearing pads 
located on the trunnion mount pad. The bushings are flanged so that they can take both 
radial and axial loads which allows the vanes to be used as "tie rods" to minimize the shell 
deflection under the internal pressure load. The bearing clearance will be designed to 
accommodate the differential thermal expansion between the bearing and the stub shaft 
during transient operations to prevent bearing seizure. The bearings can operate unlubri-
cated to an operating temperature of 14.000 F. 
3.7.6 Stress Analysis of Transition Section and 
Main Oiverter Valve Structure 
A preliminary stress analysis was made of the diverter valve body to assure that the 
basic two-dimensional reinforced shell design was feasIble and that no obvious mechanical 
design limitations were present due to the pressure loading on the flat sided valve body. 
In the analysis, the valve body was assumed to consist of a .125 inch thick HASTaLLOY-X 
shell and reinforced with .25 inch thick by 1.2 inch high ribs. The valve body computer 
model consisting of plates and beams is shown in Figure 3.23. Effective stresses in both 
the plates and beams were calculated using the Mechanical Analysis of Space Structures 
(MASS) computer program which is a three-dimensional elastic-stress- program-us-ing the 
finite element method. The effective stresses in the plates and beams for a differential 
pressure of 50 PSI are shown in Figures 3.24., 3.25, and 3.26. The results of this pre-
liminary stress analysis demonstrates the feasibility of the deSIgn although some rearrange-
ment of the beams and the local strengthening of the beams Will be required to reduce the 
stress values to acceptable deSIgn values. 
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3.8 Flight-Type Mechanical Design Considerations 
3.8.1 Alternate Duct Reinforcement 
The YJ-97 Diverter Valve with its non-axisymmetric geometry can be fabricated 
using the materials and processes used in the fabrication of current ~igh temperature two-
dimensional exhaust nozzles and augmentors for a cost effective, light-weight design. As 
an example, chemical milling could be used to provide weight effective material distri-
bution throughout the structure. This method of varying thIckness in sheet metal struc-
tures is preferable to the use of attached reinforcements since stress concentrations at 
the attachment welds can lead to fatigue failure. 
In a flight weight design, the valve body would be fabricated from thin sheet metal 
with formed ribs for added stlffness as shown in Figure 3.27. The ribs or hat sections 
would be attached to the sheet by resistance welding, rivets or bolts. ThIS type of con-
struction is preferred over sandwich construction in high temperature augmentors or 
exhaust nozzles since this type of construction has been shown to be more thermal fatIgue 
resistant than sandwich construction and is substantially lower in cost. 
3.8.2 Flight Weight Vanes and Seal Construction 
The vanes would also be fabricated as a basic sheet and reinforced box beam type 
constructIon rather than the solid metal vanes used in the non-flight weight design. 
Thermal gradients across the vane thickness during transient flight conditIons will reqUIre 
a floating face sheet and thermal shields separate from the load bearing structure as 
shown in Figure 3.28. 
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High excursion, conformable seals will be required around the vane perimeter to 
minimize the gas leakage past the closed vanes. The seals must also be capable of 
resisting vibration or flutter in the high velocity air stream when the vanes are in the 
open position. An effective seal used in a previous flight type diverter valve for a J-85 
engine is shown in Figure 3.29. 
3.8.3 Material Considerations 
Material selection for a light weight, flight type diverter valve is based on cost, 
formability, weldability and thermal fatigue properties in addition to its strength charac-
teristics. In general, the diverter valve would be designed and fabricated using conven-
tional turbojet engine exhaust nozzle and augmentor construction techniques to ensure 
lightweight and long service life with reasonable manufacturing costs. 
The primary sheet metal candidate for the diverter valve housing and vanes would 
be Rene'4-1 - a vacuum melted, precipitation hardening Nickel based alloy especially de-
signed for severely stressed, high temperature applications and is considered one of the 
most versatile, high temperature alloys available. High solutioning temperatures result in 
high rupture strength at elevated temperatures while lower solutioning temperatures give 
high tensile properties. Rene '4-1 can be inert-arc welded with or without filler material. 
At 14-000 F, the .2% yield strength of Rene '4-1 sheet is over 120,000 PSI. 
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4.0 ENG I N E FLO W 0 I V E R T E R 0 U C TOE S I G N STU 0 Y 
The duct design is actually a conclusion of the constraints and limitations placed 
upon it by the engine, flow diverter valve, ejector and model structure. The envelope 
formed by these other items dictates the majority of the physical features of the duct 
system. 
4.1 ENGINE RELOCA nON 
In order to provide sufficient ~learance for the installation of the flow diverter 
valve and to allow return bends in the ducting, the engines have been moved forward 13.00 
in. as shown in VIEW LKG. DOWN, dwg. GO 36l6-R006, Page 16. The engine is supported 
by two side mounts and one front mount. The two side mounts should be moved forward 
at the existing waterline level and restructured within the engine nacelle identical to 
existing structure. The forward mount would remain at the same location and be of 
similar construction but would be forshortened by 13.00 in. 
Engine hydraulics and electrical wiring harnesses will not be researched in this con-
cept design study but will be examined at a later contracted detail design level. 
4.2 ENGINE NACELLE RELOCA nON 
To move the engine nacelle outboard the strake skin and sub-structure should be 
removed except for the forward primary support ring and the torque-box primary support 
fittmg. A 22.00 in. spacer, similar in construction to the present support ring and havmg 
matching bolt arrangements, would be inserted to increase the span. The torque-box pri-
mary support fitting would be treated likewise. A 22.00 m. splice, identical to the 
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existing upper and lower sections of the torque box, would be bolted into form an exten-
sion. 
To stabilize the engine nacelle when the aft ejector is installed, an engine nacelle 
support should be located aft of the rear ejector between the strongback weldment and an 
aft extension of the inboard side of the nacelle. The support could be constructed of either 
rectangular or square tubing with welded bases. 
The upper inboard side o~ the engine nacelle should be re-shaped to a contour similar 
to the fuselage as indicated in VIEW A-A, DWG. GD 3616-R006. This would provide a 
more efficient entry ramp into the ejector throat than the existing vertical side. 
To cover the remaining strake surface, a network of secondary structural ties can be 
fabricated between the fuselage and engine nacelle. These can be simple mild steel 
angles which can also support the strake skin. 
4.3 EJECTORS 
A basic configuration of the ejectors was required before the ejectors could be in-
stalled. Their physical characteristics were imposed by testing methods or established 
constraints. Figure 4-1 shows the approximate conceptual shape. The overall size of the 
- - -
forward ejector is 54.60 in. long and 36.50 in. wide. The aft ejector is 36.50 in. long and 
36.50 in. wide. Both ejectors are 15.35 in. deep which is also the thickness of the strake. 
The strake has been moved upward from the existing model and has been maintained at a 
constant thickness except for the leading and trailing edges. The top of the strake was 
set at WL 40.95 and the bottom at WL 25.60. The forward support rlOg and the torque-box 
support remain at the same level which would expose them lOto the lower alrstream by 
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about 3 to ~ in. Direction was given that the finished ejectors will contain folding dif-
fuser skirts. Therefore, no consideration was given to the aerodynamics of the lower 
ejector surface. The common ejector ducting for both the primary Jet nozzles and the 
diffuser jet nozzles as defined by the progress report, reference 2-2, was refined to in-
clude equal area ducts of approximately 90 in.2 and of a shape easily integrated into a 
rectangular ejector. 
A mounting system very similar to one used for engines should be used for the ejec-
tors and is shown in DETAIL C, DWG GO 3616-R006. A hot engine exhaust forced through 
the ejectors (in the 13000 F range) makes it mandatory to design for thermo-expansion and 
to be selective of construction materials. The inboard, outboard and forward mounting 
attachment would be a simple clevis bracket arrangement. It would use spherical bearings 
in the single-lug brackets and sUp-fit bushings in the double-lug brackets. The forward 
and inboard attachments would have slotted holes in the double-lug brackets to accom-
modate the thermo movement while the outboard fittings would have only a diameter hole 
to prevent any outboard expansion. 
A new support must be installed to supply an attachment locatIon for the forward 
ejector mount on the aft ejector. It should be a vertical beam arrangement attached 
between the upper and lower strake surfaces. Additional framework would be needed in 
the area to securely tie in the beam. 
Because excess exhaust flow must be bled from the ejectors, exhaust bleed nozzles 
are used on the ejectors as the most expedient and cost-effective method to balance and 
trim the system. The nozzles as shown in VIEW B-B, DWG. GO 3616-R006, would consIst 
of flat plates with a calculated hole size and bolted to flanges which in turn are attached 
to each ejector duct eXIt. Consideration will be gIven for a more flight-worthy bleed 
system later in thIS report. 
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The materials for the ejectors, bleed valves and attachment fittings should be of a 
strength and quality equivalent to or in excess of Hastelloy-X (AMS 5536). 
4.4 EJECTOR DUCTING 
The configuration for the ejector ducting consists of a two-level bifurcated ducting 
system as shown in Figure 4-2. Ducting begins at the exit interface of the flow diverter 
valve. It carrys the engine exhaust gases inboard and then diverts them both forward and 
aft into the ejector inlets. The tight constraints of surrounding structure severely limit 
the size of the ducts and their bend radii. The ducting has been designed with a rectan-
gular cross section. All of the ducts would have a constant dimension of 13.00 in. wide by 
5.00 in. high measured normal to centerline. The forward ducts interface with the di-
verter valve at the lower level, make a 900 turn and then pass through the opening in the 
torque box support. The aft ducts are located at the upper level. Both ducts eventually 
empty into the ejector inlets at the same level. 
A total of three internal flow splitters are used within the ducting at each of the 
bifurcated areas to balance the exhaust flow to the ejectors. The first one is located at 
the interface of the diverter valve to direct the flow to the upper and lower ducts. The 
second splitter is in the upper ducts and the third in the lower ducts. Both of these are to 
balance right and left ejector inlet flow. The splitters should be a simple structural air-
foil section mounted to a rotating axis. All of the splitters would be able to be adjusted 
manually or by remote actuation if so desired. 
To mount the duct assembly mto the model, a suspension system would be best. 
Readily available rod ends With spherical bearings and right and left-hand threads would 
be used In conjunction wlth an adjusting turnbuckle. These are shown in VIEW D-D, DWG. 
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GO 3616-R006. The rod ends would be attached to the model and the ducts by fabncated 
brackets. This arrangement would give the duct suspension the flexibility needed for 
thermo expansion, operational vibrations and installation tolerances. 
To connect the ducts to the ejector openings a transition duct should be used. This 
would be necessary because of differences in cross-sections. The transition ducts would 
also have a stainless steel bellows on each end to dampen the thermo expansion and vibra-
tion. An alternate to the bellows would be a slip-joint with seal similar to the engine 
exhaust diffuser and flow diverter valve connection. The slip-joint would have less suscep-
tibility to blowout but would offer less flexibility. 
Construction of the ejector ducts and transitions would be identical with the flow 
diverter valve since the temperatures and the stress loads are essentially the same. The 
material for the ducts, transitions and associated hardware should be of a strength and 
quality equivalent to or in excess of Hastelloy-X (AMS 5536). 
4.5 SPAN-WISE BLOWING/ROLL CONTROL 
Provisions have been made for span-wise blowing ducting should there be any later 
requirements for its use. A transition duct has been integrated into the flow diverter 
valve immediately forward of the turning vanes and then capped off. It is envisioned that 
should there be a need for roll control, it would be taken from the span-wise blowing duct 
and run outboard to a roll control nozzle. 
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5.0 ENG I N E FLO W D I V E R T E R S Y S T E M 
PERFORMANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
5.1 ANALYTIC MODEL 
The computer program developed for the purpose of evaluating duct flows and pres-
sures in the engine exhaust diverter valve system has been designed to analyze flow in the 
duct system shown in Figure 5-1. Details of.program are shown in Appendix A. This duct 
system was chosen to provide the capability of evaluating overall exhaust system 
performance, including consideration of spanwise blowing and roll control, for cases 
wherein all or part of the engine exhaust flow is diverted to the ejector primary nozzles. 
The program is capable of evaluating the flow balance in a system having any number of 
duct sections downstream of station 4. The program functions in two modes: Mode 1 
considers the case where part of the flow is diverted to the ejector primary nozzles and 
the remainder of the flow discharges through the VEO nozzle. In this mode, the program 
computes the VEO nozzle throat area required to match the specified engine power level 
and stall margin. The second mode of operation considers the case wherein all of the flow 
is diverted toward the ejector primary nozzles. Operating in this mode, the computer 
program will select the flow balance bleed orifice sizes such that the pressure at each of 
the ejector primary nozzles is the same value and the total flow is matched to the engine 
operating characteristic. 
5.2 COMPUTER PROGRAM INPUT DATA 
The input data to the program is compnsed of the engme performance charactens-
tic data, the pressure loss data and the nozzle area data. 
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Figure 5-1. Computer Program Flow System Schematic 
.5.2.1 Engine Performance Characteristics 
The engine performance characteristics required by the computer program are defini-
tions of the exhaust flow rate, total pressure, and temperature as functions of engine 
corrected speed (NIH) and stall margin (SMIC) for the YJ-97 engine. These data were 
supplied by GE and are presented in Figure 5-2 thru 5-4 in the form for input to the 
. 
computer program. 
.5.2.2 Pressure Loss Characteristics 
The pressure loss characteristic data for each of the duct sections shown in Figure 
5-1 are defined to the computer program as curves of the total pressure loss, APIP, as a 
function of corrected flow, wff/P. For the diverter valve block, the pressure losses from 
station 2 to station 3 and from station 2 to station 4 are considered to be functions of 
valve position as well as corrected flow. The pressure loss characteristics of the four 
duct sections from the diverter valve to the ejector primary plenum chambers are shown 
in Figure 5-5. The station numbers shown on the figure are those of Figure 5-1. These 
pressure loss values were evaluated as described in Appendix A. The pressure loss charac-
teristics of the duct from station 1 to station 2 (referred to as stations 5.1 and 6.0, re-
spectively, in section 3) and the pressure loss of the diverter valve in its fully diverted 
position, station 2 to station 4 (stations 6.0 and 6.5 in section 3), were supplied by GE 
and are shown in Figure 5-6 in the form for input to the computer program. 
Since the computer program has been designed to consider cases beyond the scope of 
the current study, the pressure loss in the ducts leading to the VEO nozzle, the spanwise 
blowing nozzle, and the roll control nozzle were defined to the computer program as being 
zero. Also, since the diverter valve pressure loss characteristic has been evaluated only 
in the fully non-diverted and diverted positions, arbitrary pressure loss data were loaded 
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Figure 5-5. Ejector Duct Pressure Loss Characteristics 
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Figure 5-6. Diverter Valve and Engine Duct Pressure 
Loss Characteristics 
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300 
for other diverter valve posItions. These steps were taken in order to facilitate 
development of a computer program with expanded capability and do not represent a 
limitation of the computer program. The computer program will accept realistic values 
when they are available. 
'.2.3 Nozzle Areas 
The computer program requires as input a definition of the ejector primary nozzle 
flow areas, the span wise blowing nozzle area, the roll control nozzle area and their 
respectIve discharge coefficients. 
'.3 SAMPLE OUTPUT 
The computer program provides one page of printed output for each engine 
operating point evaluated. Figure 5-7 is an example of the output produced by the 
program when functioning in Mode 2. 
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NASA FLOW DIVERTER SYSTE" PERFOR"ANCE 
CORRECTED SPEED = 95.0 PERCENT 
STALL "ARGIN = 25 PERCENT 
STATION PRESSURE, PSU NPR AREA, SQIN FLO'" L8/SEC 
1 ENGINE OUT 39.53 2.69 0.00 63.76 
2 DIVERTER IN 38.98 2.65 0.00 59.00 
3 D HERTER OUT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 DUERTER OUT 38.36 2.61 0.00 59.00 
5 YEO NOZZLE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 SWB NOZZLE 38.98 2.65 5.00 2.51 
7 ROLL NOZZLE 3e.98 2.65 5.00 2.25 
8 EJECTeR NOZZLE 3e.OD 2.59 14.29 15.01 
9 EJECTCR fIIOZZLE 3e.DO 2.59 14.29 15.01 
10 EJECTOR NOZZLE 38.00 2.59 22.23 15.01 
11 EJECTOR NOZZLE 38.00 2.59 22.23 13.97 
EJECTOR BLCED NOZZLE DATA 
STATION EJCCTOR FLOII. LB/SEC BLEED FLO'" LB/SEC BLEED AREAt SQIN 
8 6.2 8.8 20.4 
9 6.2 8.8 20.4 
10 9.6 5.4 12.4 
11 9.6 4.3 10.0 
Figure 5-7. Sample Computer Program Output 
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6.0 CON C L U S ION SAN 0 R E COM MEN 0 A T ION S 
1. Limitations of extensive structural modifications prevent the lift ejector sizing 
to be compatible with the engine operating characteristics. However, ejector 
performance can be evaluated by diverting excess engine exhaust flow 
overboard. 
2. Updated ejector design criteria should be utilized in the final sizing and 
fabrication of the ejectors. 
3. A two-vane diverter valve concept was found to satisfy the performance and 
system installation requirements for successful operation. 
4. An acceptable performance diverter valve and ejector system could not be 
fitted within the existing nacelle structure. A 13 inch forward relocation of the 
engine in the nacelle structure, a 7 inch aft movement of the VEO nozzle and a 
22 inch outboard movement of the nacelle was required for the ejectors and an 
acceptably high performance diverter valve and ducting system. 
5. A flow analysis of the diverter valve found it to be free of large areas of 
separated flow. However, the flowpath downstream of the diverted leg of the 
valve may be subject to large areas of flow separation. A water-table study 
would help to identify any flow problems and allow definition of additIonal 
useful turning vanes. 
6. The diverter valve may be operated in a flow splitting mode with apparently 
satisfactory performance. It 1S difficult to make an accurate estImation of the 
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diverter valve performance in this operating mode without experimental data. 
If this type of operation is chosen as the primary method, it is recommended 
that a cold flow scale model experiment be conducted to accurately determine 
the total pressure losses. 
7. The preliminary mechanical design study defined the basic body structure for a 
non-flight weight diverter valve for the YJ-97 engine. The design can be 
fabricated as a one-of-a kind structure using low cost tooling and conventional 
construction techniques. Prior to fabrication, however, detail drawings will be 
required and a more comprehensive stress analysis ~cluding thermal effects 
must be completed. 
8. A stress and thermal analysis should be accomplished to include considerations 
for the model structural modifications, the diverter valve, and the ducting 
system when the final sizmg and design of the lift ejectors are completed. 
9. Use of the exhaust flow splitting mode of operation will require a variable area 
VEO nozzle to balance and trim the flow. 
10. Provisions for supplying exhaust gas flow for spanWlse blowing and roll control 
have been included. However, additional ducting will have to be added for 
operational use. 
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APPENDIX A 
Computer Program Users' Manual 
This appendix describes, in detail, the input data required by the computer program. 
Sample input and output are included. The input data are divided into three types of data 
decks. The computer program is organized such that any number of input decks of types 
I and 2 may be input to define a library of pressure loss characteristics and engine perfor-
mance characteristics. This library of data will be accessed as indicated by the type 3 
data deck when the program is executed. The type I and type 2 decks are general in form 
in that they are used to input single and double interpolation data sets respectively. The 
type 1 data sets are numerical representations of curves of y versus x. The type 2 data 
sets are maps of y versus x and z. 
1. Preparation of Data for Input 
The computer program has been structured so that it will compute the flow balance 
in the duct system shown in Figure A-l. The program requires as input data a definitIon 
of the pressure loss characteristics of each of the duct sections and the diverter valve. 
Input decks of type 1 are used to input the duct pressure loss data. Type 2 decks are used 
to input the diverter valve data and the engine performance data. 
When preparing the data for input to the computer program, one first assigns curve 
index numbers to the curves of ~P/P versus W./TiP for each of the duct sections of Figure 
A-l. He also assIgns mdex numbers to each of the maps which define the engine perfor-
mance characteristics and the diverter valve pressure loss data. The following list shows 
the index numbers as used in the sample mput shown in Sectlon 5: 
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Figure A-I. Computer Program Flow System Schematic 
Curve - Dependent variable 
3 - pressure loss from station 2 to 6, 2 to 7 and 3 to 5 
4 - pressure loss from station 1 to 2 
5 - pressure loss from station 4 to 8, 4 to 9, 4 to 10 
6 - pressure loss from station 4 to 11 
Map - Dependent variable 
1 - pressure loss from station 2 to 4 
2 - pressure loss from station 2 to 3 
7 - engine exhaust flow rate 
8 - engme exhaust total pressure 
9 - engine exhaust total temperature 
Note that the assignment of these index numbers is arbitrary. Any number of curves 
and/or maps may be loaded as input data. The data loaded into the program using 
types 1 and 2 data decks become a library of data which will be accessed as per the 
instructions of the type 3 deck, which will be discussed later. 
After assignment of the curve and map index numbers, the data is loaded for com-
puter input as described in the following paragraphs which descnbe input of curves of the 
form y = f(x) and maps of the form y = f(x,z). When loadmg the data, load the dependent 
variable as the y value and the independent variable as the x value. For the pressure loss 
data the mdependent variable (x) is W./fiP. For the diverter valve pressure loss data the 
second independent variable (z) is the valve posItIon (VPOS). For the case when all the 
flow goes to the YEO nozzle, VPOS = O. For the case where all the flow IS diverted to the 
ejector ducts, VPOS = 1.0. VPOS values between 0 and 1 refer to intermedIate positIons 
A3 
of the diverter valve. When defining the engine flow characteristics, the x variable is 
corrected speed and the z variable is the stall margin. 
2. Type 1 Data Decks, y = f(x) 
The first card of a type I deck contains aIm column 5. In columns 6 thru 10, enter 
the number of curves to be entered in the type 1 deck. In columns 11 thru 15, enter the 
deck number. This deck number will be referred to by the program if an input error is 
detected in the data. 
Following the first card, a type 1 deck contains any number (as specified in columns 
6-10 on first card) of groups of data; each group defines one of the curves. The curves 
may be entered in any order, and there may be any number of points (x-y pairs) on each 
curve. There may be as many as 100 curves (the curve 1D number must be between 1 and 
lOa). Data for each curve is entered as follows: 
First Card of each data group (3I5,5X,2E10.0) 
Cols. 1-5: 
Cols. 6-10: 
Cols. 11-15: 
Cols. 21-30: 
Cols 31-40: 
The curve ID number 
The number of points (X-Y pairs) on the curve 
Enter a if the plot 15 lInear; enter 1 if the plot is log-log 
Scale factor for the X coordmate 
Scale factor for the Y coordinate 
Note: The scale factors need be entered only when they are not umty. The scale 
factor is the ratio of the value entered in the library deck to the value to be 
used in the calculatIons. 
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Other cards of each data group (6E10.0): 
Enter the points on the curve in the following order: 
Xl, YB X2, Y2; X3, Y3: etc. Enter the points on the curve such that 
Xl < X2 < X3, etc. Use as many cards as required to enter the curve. 
3. Type 2 Data Decks, y = f(x,z) 
The first card of a type 2 data deck contains a 2 in column 5. In columns 6 thru la, 
enter the number of maps to be entered in the deck. In columns 11 thru 15 enter the deck 
reference number. 
Following this first card, a type 2 deck contains any number (as specified in columns 
6 through 10 on first card) of groups of data; each group defines one of the maps. These· 
maps may be entered in any desired order. Each curve (constant Z value) in the map is 
entered without regard to the values of X used to enter the other curves; each curve may 
have any number of points (X-Y pairs). The curves must be entered in the order of 
increasing values of Z. There may be as many as 50 maps. (The map 10 number must be 
between I and 50). Data for each map are entered as follows: 
First card of each data group (315, 5X, 3E10.0) 
Cols. 1-5: The map ID number 
Cols. 6-10: The number of Z values 
Cols. 11-15: Enter 0 if the map is linear; 
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enter 1 if the map is log-log 
NOTE: A linear interpolation with respect to the Z values is used for both linear 
and log-log domains. 
Cols. 21-30: Scale factor for the X coordinate 
Cols. 31-40: Scale factor for the Y coordinate 
Cols. 41-50: Scale factor for the Z coordinate 
NOTE: The scale factors need be entered only when they are not unity. The scale 
factor is the ratio of the value entered in the map to the value to be used 
in the ca1cula tions. 
Card group for each value of Z: 
First card of group (EIO.0,I5): 
Cols. 1-10: The value of Z 
Cols. 11-15: The number of points on the curve of Y vs X for the above value of Z 
Other cards (6EI0.0): 
Enter the points on the curve (X-Y pairs) m the followmg order: XI, Y H X2, Y2; X3, 
Y 3; etc. Use as many cards as requIred to enter the curve. 
A6 
NOTE: Enter the above group of cards for each value of Z in the order of in-
creasing Z. 
4. Type 3 data decks 
The first card of a type three deck contains a 3 in column 5. In column 10 enter the 
operating mode: enter I for the case wherein part of the flow is diverted to the ejectors 
and part of the flow is discharged through the VEO nozzle; enter 2 for the case wherein 
all of the flow is diverted to the ejector ducts. In column 15 enter the deck reference 
number. 
On the second card of the type 3 deck, enter the total pressure loss, ~P /P, from the 
ejector plenum to the primary nozzle if this loss is included in the pressure loss charac-
teristic for the ducts downstream of station 4, for which case statlons 8, 9, 10, etc. are 
at the primary ejector nozzles. The value entered on this card will be used to evaluate 
the bleed orifice total presssure for each duct. If stations 8, 9, 10, etc. were chosen to be 
the ejector plenum pressures (as is the case for the examples contained in this report) this 
value should be entered as being zero. 
It should be noted that the ejector primary nozzle discharge coefficients used in the 
sample input contained herein are from reference 2-1 wherein the discharge coefficient is 
based on the nozzle plenum pressure, and, therefore, stations 8, 9, 10 and 11 were chosen 
to be the ejector plenum. 
On the third card enter, in column 5, the number of duct sections downstream of 
statlon 4. 
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On the fourth card enter, in cols 5, 10, 15, etc., the curve index numbers to identify 
the following duct pressure loss data sets: 
Col. 5: From station 1 to station 2 
10: 2 3 
15: 2 4 
20: 3 5 
25: 2 6 
30: 2 7 
35: 4 8 
40: 4 9 
7+N 
where N is the number of duct sections downstream of station 4. 
On card number 5 enter, in co Is 5, 10, and 15, the index numbers to identIfy the 
engine operating characteristic data sets for definition of flow rate, pressure, and temper-
ature, respectively. 
Beginning on card number 6, enter in six successive fields of 10 columns per card, 
and in the following order, nozzle geometric areas for the VEO nozzle, the spanwise 
blowing nozzle, the roll control nozzle, and the ejector nozzles at statlons 8, 9, 10, etc. If 
there are more than 3 duct sections downstream of station 4, continue on the next card 
wlth the nozzle area at statlon 11 in the first field of 10 cols. 
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The next data group to be entered is the nozzle discharge coefflcient for each of the 
nozzles. Enter these discharge coefficient values in the same manner as the nozzle areas 
were entered. 
The remaining cards of the type 3 deck are a definition of the engine operating 
points for which the flow balance is to be evaluated. Each of these cards contain in suc-
cessive fields of 10 columns, and in the following order, these values: 1) the ratio of 
specific heats for the exhaust gas, 2) the diverter valve position, 3) the engine operating 
corrected speed, and 4) the stall margin at which the engine operates. 
5. Sample Input Listing 
The following page is a listing of the mput data used to produce the output pre-
sented in section 6. Note that the comments identifying the station numbers may begin in 
column 41 for type 1 decks and column 51 for type 2 decks. These comments, if used, 
must be on the card containing the curve or map index number. 
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2 2 1 1 
1 2 1 STA 2-~ 2 
.1 2 3 
41.5 • 008 80 • .03 4 
1. 2 5 
41.5 .008 80. .03 6 
2 2 1 STA 2-3 7 
O. 3 8 
40. • 0031 60. .007 '30 • .02 
.9 3 II! 
"0. .0031 60. .007 90. .02 
1 4 2 12 
3 2 0 STA 2-6 , 2-7 , 3-5 13 
1. o. 10. o. 14 
4 2 1 STA 1-2 15 
35. .004 101. .04 16 
5 3 1 STA "-8 & 4-9 , 4-10 17 
6. • 00147 15.6 .01 30 • .054 
6 3 1 STl 4-11 19 
6. • 0016 14.5 .01 30 • .06 
2 ~ 3 21 
7 4 0 22 
20. 4 23 
85. "1.7" 90. 51.82 95. 63.65 20\ 
101.S 71.59 25 
25. 4 26 
85. 42.09 90. 52.09 95. 63.76 27 
IDl.S 71.42 28 
30. 4 29 
85. 42."0 90. 52.30 95. 63.82 30 
101.5 71.23 31 
35. 4 32 
85. 42.E8 90. 52 ... 8 95. 63.89 33 
101.!! 71.06 3 .. 
8 .. 0 35 
20. 4 36 
85. 3 ... " .. 90. 38.51 95. 45.68 37 
101.S 53. 38 
25. 
" 
39 
85. 30.27 SO. 33.84 '35. 39.53 40 
101.!! 46.51 41 
30. 
" 
42 
85. 27 ..... 90. 29.11 95. 33.6 43 
101.5 38.88 .... 
35. .. "5 
25. 24.05 90. 2 ... 58 95. 27.97 "6 
101.~ 31.76 47 
9 4 0 48 
20. .. .. 9 
85. 15 ..... 90. 1561. 95. 1660. 50 
101.5 1835. 51 
25. 4 52 
25. 1397. 'SO. 1 .. 03. 95. 1491. 53 
101. !: lE77. 54 
30. 4 55 
85. 1265. 90. 1257. 95. 1340. 56 
101.5 1498. 57 
35. .. 58 
85. 1142. 90. 1124. 95. 1201. 59 
101.5 1334. 60 
3 2 .. 61 
0.0 
4 
.. 2 1 3 3 ! 5 5 5 6 62 
7 8 9 63 
o. 5. 5. 14 .29 14.29 22.23 
22.23 
.98 .95 .85 
.8" .84 .84 
.84 
1.34 1. 101.!! 20. 66 
1.34 1. 95. 25. 
1.34 1. 85. 30. 
1.34 1. 80. 27. 
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6. Sample output 
The following pages present the computer output produced by the input data shown 
in Section 5. 
All 
NASA FLOW DIVFRTER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
CORRECTED SPEED = 101.5 PERCENT 
STALL /1ARGIN = 20 PERCENT 
STATION PRESSllRE, PSIA NPR AREA, SQIN FLOW, LB/SEC 
1 ENGINE OUT 53.GO 3.61 0.00 71.59 
2 DI\IERTER IN 52.37 3.56 0.00 65.83 
3 0 !'IER TER OUT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 DIVERTER OCT 51.66 3.!52 0.00 65.83 
5 VEe N07ZLE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 swe NOZZLE 52.37 3.56 5.00 3.04 
7 ROLL NOZZLE 52.37 3.56 5.00 2.72 
8 EJECTCR NOZZLt 51.25 3.49 14.29 16.75 
9 EJECTOR NOZZLE 51.25 3.49 14 .29 16.75 
10 EJECTeR NOZZLE 51.25 3.49 22.23 16.75 
11 EJECTCR NOZZLE 51.25 3.49 22.23 15.63 
EJECTOR BLtED NOZZLE DATA 
HAllON E.ltCTOR FLOW, LB/SEC BLEED FLOW, La/SEC BlE:F.C AREA, SQIN 
8 7.5 9.2 17.5 
'3 7.5 9.2 17.5 
10 11.7 5.0 9.6 
11 11.7 3.9 7.5 
Al2 
NASA FlOY DIVERTER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
CORRECTED SPEED = 95.0 PERCENT 
STALL MARGIN = 25 PERCENT 
STATION PRESSURE, PSIA NPR ARtA, SQIN FLO'" LB/SEC 
1 tNGINE OUT 39.53 ?69 0.00 63.76 
2 DIVERTER IN 38.98 2.65 0.00 59.00 
3 DnERTER OUT 0.00 0.00 o.co 0.00 
~ DnERTER OUT 3P.36 2.61 0.00 59.00 
5 VEe NOZZLE 1l.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 Sye NOZZLE 38.98 2.65 5.0e 2.51 
7 ROLL NOZZLE 38.98 2.65 5.00 2.25 
8 E.JECTeR NCZZLE 3a.tlO 2.59 14.29 15.01 
9 E.JECTCR NOZZLE 38.00 2.59 14.29 15.01 
10 E..IECTOR NOZZLE 38.00 2.59 22.23 15.01 
11 EJECTOR NOZllE 38.00 2.59 22.23 13.97 
E.JECTOR 8LE:ED NOZZLE DATA 
STATION E.JE:CTOR FLOY, lB/SEC SLrED FLO"" LB/SEC BLEED AREA. SQIN 
e 6.2 A.8 20.~ 
9 6.2 8.8 20.~ 
10 9.6 5.~ 12 •• 
11 9.6 ~.3 10.0 
A13 
NASA FLO~ DIVEPTEP SYSTEM PERFOP.MANCE 
CORRECTED SPEED = 85.0 PE:RCE:NT STALL MARGIN = 30 PERCENT 
STAT10~ PRESSLRE. PSIA NPR ARE:A. SQIN FLO\t. LB/SEC 
1 ENGINE OUT 27.". 1.87 0.00 42 •• 0 
2 OIVERTER IN 27.10; 1.85 0.00 38.80 
3 DIVERT£R OUT 0.00 0.00 0.00 D.DC 
4 DIVERTER eCT 2e.82 le83 O.tlD 38.80 
5 He NCZZLE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 S lie NO ZZLE 27.15 1.85 5.eo 1.90 
7 ROLL NOZZLE 27.15 1.85 5.eD 1.7D 
8 EJECTCR NOZZLE: 2~.63 1.81 14.29 9.87 
9 EJECTOR NOZZLE 26.63 1.81 14.29 9.87 
10 EJECTOR NOZZLE: 26.63 1.81 22.23 9.87 
11 EJECTOR NOZZLE 26.63 1.81 22.23 9.23 
EJE:CTOR BUED NOZZLE: DATA 
STATION EJE:CTOR FLO 'It LB/SEC BLEED FLOII. LB/SEC BLE:ED AREA. SQtN 
8 4.7 5.2 15.7 
9 4.7 5.2 15.7 
10 7.3 2.5 7.7 
11 7.3 1.9 5.8 
A14 
NASA FLOW DIVEPTER SYSTE~ PERFORMANCE 
CORRECTED SPEED = 80.0 PERCENT STALL MARGIN = 27 PERCENT 
STATIOr. PRESSURE, PSIA NPR AREA, SQIN FLOW, LB/SEC 
1 ENGINE OUT 27.05 1.84 0.00 32.25 
2 DlVERTER IN 26.87 1.83 0.00 28.80 
3 DIVERTER OUT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 DIVERTER OCT 26.68 1.82 0.00 28.80 
5 VEe NCZZLE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
E swe NOZZLE 26.A7 1.83 5.00 1.82 
7 ROLL NOZZLE 2t,.81 1.A3 5.00 1.63 
a EJECTOR NOZZLE 26.51 1.81 14.29 7.31 
9 EJECTOR NOZZLE 26.51 1.81 14.29 7.31 
10 EJECTOR NOZZLE 2E.51 1.81 22.23 1.31 
11 EJECTOR NOZZLE 26.57 1.81 22.23 6.90 
EJECTOR BLEED NOZZLE DATA 
STATION EJECTOR FLOW, LB/SEC BLEED FLOW, LB/SEC BLEED AREA, SIUN 
8 4.6 2.8 8.6 
9 4.6 2.8 8.6 
10 1.1 .2 .7 
11 1.1 -.2 -.6 
AI.5 
7. Fortran Listing of Computer Program 
This section contains a complete listing of the computer program. The program is 
comprised of 5 parts. The function performed by each of the five parts is outlined in the 
following paragraphs. 
Program Ames is the program control or executive routine. It contains all of the 
solution algorithm which consists of several iterative loops. The convergence tolerance 
for each of these loops has been set at 0.196. 
Subroutine Single is a subroutine which provides single interpolations of tabular 
data. It is used to read the pressure loss data to provide PIP as a function of W TIP. 
Subroutine Double is a double interpolation routine which is used to provide the 
engine operating characteristics and the pressure loss of the diverter valve as functions of 
valve position and corrected flow. 
The Block Data subroutine initializes the point counter indices used by subroutines 
single, double, and read. 
Subroutine Read performs the function of reading from the input stream all of the 
input defining the pressure loss data and engine performance characteristics. These data 
are read into the X, Y, and Z arrays and origin pointers for each of the curves are set at 
this time the data is read. 
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PROGRAK A~ES (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPES=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT) 1 
LOGICAL LTST 
REAL NPR 
COKKON A(20),P(20),Y(20),N(20),YE(15),WD(15),AB(15),CD(20),AG(20) 2 
COMMON ICOKI Nl.N2.N3,IV,IV,IX,IER 3 
COKKCN ITABLEI X(1000),Y(1000),Z(SOO),IXY(100),LL(100),LJ(100), ~ 
X NP(100),IXY~(50),LLK(SO).LJK(50D),NPZ(5CO),LJZC50),NZ(50),IZ(SO) 5 
COMKON ISFI SFC(2,1~Q),SFK(3,50) 6 
CIKEhSION ISTA(16) 7 
DATA ISTA IICHENGINE OUT. lCH • 10HDIVERTER I. 8 
X lCHN , 10HDIVERTER 0-. 10HUT, 9 
X 1CHDIVERTER O. 10HUT , 10HVEO NOZZLE. 10 
X 10tl , lCHSWB NOZZLE. 10H, 11 
X lCHROLL NOZZL, lCHE • lCHEJECTOR NO. 12 
X 1 CHZZLE I 
C READ INPUT DECK IDENTIFICATION INFORKATION 131 
LTST=.FALSE. 
10 READ (5,20) Nl.N2,N3 14 
20 FORMAT <12IS) 15 
C IF DECK TYPE Is 1 OR 2. CALL READ TO INPUT ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS 151 
C AND PRESSURE lOSS CHARACTEPISTIC DATA 152 
IF (N1.GT.2) GO TO 30 16 
CALL READ (Nl,N2.N3.IV,IV,IX,IER) 17 
GO TO 10 18 
C READ PRESSURE lOSS INDEX INFORMATION 181 
C N(1)=NUMBER CF DUCTS OOYNSTREAM OF STATICN 4 182 
C N(2)=INDEX NO. FOR DUCT LOSS FROM STA 1 TO STA 2 183 
C N(3)=INOEX NO. FOR DUCT LOSS FROH STA 2 TO STA 3 18~ 
C N(4)=INDEX Ne. FOR DUCT LOSS FROM STA 2 TO STA 4 185 
C ~(5)=INDEX Ne. FOR DUCT LOSS FRO~ STA 3 TO STA 5 186 
C ~(6):INDEX NO. FOR DUCT lOSS FROM STA 2 TO STA 6 187 
C N(7)=INOEX NO. FOR DUCT LOSS FROM STA 2 TO STA 7 188 
C NCI)=INDEX NO. FOR DUCT lOSS FROH STA 4 TO STA I 189 
3D READ (5,~0) CPEJ 
READ CS,21:) UI 
NS=LP'·7 
REAO (5.20) CNCI),I=2,NS) 
N (1) =LM 
C READ ENGINE PERFORHANCE CHARACTERISTIC INDEX NUHBERS 211 
READ (5,20) Kl,K2.K3 22 
C READ NOZZLE AND EJECTOR PRIMARY NOZZLE AREAS 221 
READ (5,40) CAGU),I=5,NS) 
~O FORKAT (6rl0.0) 24 
READ (5,40) (CoCI),I=5,NS) 
CO 31 I=5.NS 
31 ACI):AGCI).COCI) 
CO 42 1=1,4 
AGCl)=O. 
42 ACl)=O. 
C REAC RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS.OIVERTER VALVE POSITION. ENGINE 241 
C POWER LEVEL, AND STALL MARGIN 242 
41 READ (5.40) GAM,VPOS,PWR,SMIC 25 
IF CEOF(5).NE.O) GOTO 240 
C CALL SUBROUTINE DOUBLE TO EVALUATE FLOW, PRESSURE, AND TEMPERATURE 251 
C AT STATION 1 252 
CALL DOUBLE CPYR.SHIC,W(l).Kl.IER) 26 
CALL DOUBLE (PWR,SHIC,PC1),K2,IER) 27 
AI7 
CALL DOUBLE CPWR.SHIC.T.K3.IER) 28 
SQT=SQRTCTJ 29 
WCl=WCl'*SOT/PCl) 30 
C CALL SUBROUTINE SINGLE TO EVALUATE PRESSURE DROP FROH STATION 1 301 
C TO STATION 2 302 
CALL SINGLE CWCl,DP2,N(2).IER) 31 
PC2,=PCIJ*Cl.-DP2) 32 
F=.7766148*S'RTCGAH)*C2./C1.+GAH»**CC1.+GAH)/2./CGAH-1." 33 
C LOOP ENDING AT STATEMENT 60 WILL EVALUATE FLOW TO THE SWB NOZZLE 331 
C AND THE ROLL CONTROL NOZZLE AS FUNCTIONS OF NOZZLE AREA AND DUCT 332 
C LOSS 333 
CO 6C K=6,7 34 
~CD=F*A(K' 35 
WC=WCO 36 
NCT=D 
50 CALL SINGLE CWC.oP.NCK).IER) 37 
PCK)=PC2'*(1.-oP' 38 
WCK'=WCO*PCK,/SOT 39 
WCl:weK)*SQT/PC2) 40 
IF CABseVC-WCl).LE •• DOl*WC1) GO TO 60 41 
WC=(WC+WCl,/2. 42 
~CT=NCT+l 
IFCNCT.LT.50) GO TO 50 
~RITE C6,51) 
51 FORHATC*OLOOP AT 50 DID NOT CONVERGE*) 
60 CONTINUE 44 
~e2,=wel)-We6)-WC7J 45 
C ERANCH TO 120 IS FOR CASE WHERE EvECTORS HAV£ BLEED NOZZLES AND 451 
C FLOW TO THE VEO NOZZLE IS ZERO 452 
IF CN2.EQ.2) GO TO 120 46 
P(4)=0. 
WC4'=0. 
WCE=D. 47 
C LOOP ENDING AT 70 SUPPLIES FIRST TRIAL VALUE OF FLOW THROUGH THE 471 
C DIVERTER VALVE TO THE EJECTOR NOZZLES 472 
DO 70 K=8.NS 48 
WCO=F*ACK) 49 
PCK,=O. 
WCK'=O. 
70 WCE=~CO.WCE 50 
~C1T=0 
80 IF (VPOS.EQ.O.' GO TO 110 
CALL DOUBLE (WCE.VPOS,DP.Ne4',IER) 51 
P(4,=PC2)*Cl.-DP) S2 
~C4'=0. 53 
C LOOP ENDING AT 100 WILL EVALUATE EJECTOR FLO~S AND PRESSURES 531 
CO leo K=8.NS 54 
WCO=F*ACK) 55 
Wc=wco 56 
NCT=O 
90 CALL SINGLE CWC.DP,NIK',IER' 57 
PCK'=P(4)*Cl.-DP) 58 
WCKJ=WCO*P(K)/SQT 59 
WC1=WCK'*SQT/PC4' 60 
IF CABSCWC-WCl).LT •• OOl*WCl) GO TO 100 61 
~C=CWC+WCl)/2. 62 
~CT=NCT·l 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
91 
100 
101 
110 
120 
121 
122 
123 
130 
132 
IF CNCT.LT.SO) GO TO 90 
WRITE C6,91> 
FOR"ATC*OLOOP AT 90 DID NOT CONVERGE*) 
WCO\)=WCO\)+WCK) 
~CEl=W(4)*SQT/PC2) 
THE FOLLCWING TEST CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE TRIAL VALUE OF 
CORRECTED FLOW USED AT 80 TO EVALUATE P(4) 
IF CABSCWCE-WCEl1.LT •• 001*WC(1) GO TO 110 
WCE=CWCE·WCE11/2. 
NCTT=NCTT+l 
IF C~CTT.LT.SOI GO TO 80 
WRITE .C6,101) 
FOR"ATC*OLOOP AT 80 DID NOT CONVERGE-) 
W(3)=''''2 )-WC 4) 
"CS):WC3) 
~C=W(3)*SQTlPC2) 
CALL DOUBLE CWC,VPOS,DP,NC3',IER) 
P(3)=PC2)*Cl.-0P) 
IoC=WC31*SQT/P(3) 
CALL SINGLE CWC,DP,NCS),IERI 
PCS1=PC31*Cl.-DP' 
ACS'=WCS)*SQT/PCS"F 
AGCS'=ACS)/CCCS) 
GO TC 160 
THE FOLLOWING IS FOR CASE WHERE FLOW TO VEO NOZZLE IS ZERO 
WCE=~(2)·SQT/P(21 
CALL DOUBLE CWCE,1.,DP,N(4),IER) 
FCo\)=PC2)*Cl.-DP' 
~CD="'CE*P(2)/P(0\' 
THE LOOP ENDING AT 130 EXCHANGES X AND Y VALUES FOR THE CURVES 
DEFI~ING THE PRESSURE LOSS CHARACTERISTICS FOR EACH OF THE DUCTS 
DOWNSTREA" OF STATION 4. 
IF CLTST) GO TO 132 
LTST=.TRUE. 
00 130 K=8.NS 
NC=NCK) 
IF CK.EO.81 GO TO 122 
KZ=K-l 
DO 121 J=8,K2 
IF CNC.EQ.NCJ» GO TO 130 
CONTINUE 
SS=SFC Cl,NC' 
SFCC1.NC)=SFCC2,NC) 
SFCCO',NC'=SS 
NPT=,..PCNC) 
IOR=lXYCNC)-l 
[0 123 J=hNPT 
)lS=Y (lOR+"') 
YCIOR+"')=XCIOR+J) 
XCIOP+",)=XS 
CONTINUE 
CP=.C2 
IoCS)=O. 
ACS)=O. 
~(3)=0. 
PCS)=O. 
'01(3)=0. 
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64 
6S 
651 
652 
66 
67 
6'J 
70 
71 
72 
73 
H 
75 
76 
77 
78 
781 
79 
80 
81 
82 
821 
822 
823 
83 
80\ 
8S 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
'32 
93 
94 
9S 
96 
97 
98 
'39 
100 
101 
WH)=lH2) 
NCT=:! 
HO ~D=O. 
DO 150 K=8,NS 
C THIS CALL TO SINGLE EVALUATES THE FLOW T~ROUGH THE DUCT AS A 
C FUNCTION OF TRIAL VALUE OF PRESSURE LOSS 
CALL SINGLE CDP,WC,NCK),IER) 
WCK)=WC*PC~)/SQT 
PCK)=PC4)*Cl.-DP) 
~ECK-7)=F*PCK)-A(K)/SQT 
WBCK-7)=WCK)-WECK-7) 
AB(K-7)=WBCK-7)*SQT/P(K)/F/CDCK)*C1.-DPE~) 
150 ~D=WD.WC 
C THE FOLLOWING CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE TOTAL FLOW TO THE 
C E.JECTORS 
IF CABSCWD-WCD).lT •• 001*WD) GO TO 160 
DP=DP*CWCD/WD)**2 
NCT=~CT.1 
IF (~CT.LT.50) GO TO 140 
WRITr (6,151) 
151 FORMAT(*OlOOP AT 140 DID NOT CONVERGE-) 
160 ISTALL=SMIC+.5 
WRITE (6,170) PWR,ISTALL 
170 FORMAT C1HI/21X,*NASA FLOW DIVERTER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE*I 
X 2~x,*CORRECTED SPEED =*,F6.1,* PERCENT. I 
X 27X.*STAlL ~ARGIN = *,I2,IX,*PERCENT*) 
~RITE C6,18e) . 
180 FORMAT C.O STATION*,T22,*PRESSURE, PSIA.,T42"NPR*,T5~, 
X -AREA, SQIN*,T68,-FLOW, LB/SEC*/) 
DO 190 I=I,NS 
K=2*I-l 
IF CK.GT.lS) K=15. 
t.lPR=P(I)/14.696 
190 WRITE (6,200) I,ISTACK),ISTACK+l),PCI),NPR,AGCI),WCI) 
2CO FORMAT CI3,IX,2AI0,T25,F6.2,T~O,F6.2,T55,F6.2,T70,F6.2' 
IF C~2.EQ.l) GO TO 41 
WRITE C6,210) 
210 FORHAT CIIIIT27,-EJECTOR BLEED NOZZLE DATA-IIT7-STATION*,T20, 
X 'EJECTOR FLOW, LB/SEC*,T42,-BLEED FLOW, LB/SEC*,T63 
X ,-BLEED AREA, SQIN./) 
CO 220 I=8,NS 
220 ~RITE C6,230) I.WECI-7),WBCI-7),ABCI-7) 
230 FORHAT (111,T26,F6.1,T46,F6.1,T66,F6.1) 
GO TO ~1 
2~0 ~RITE C6,250) 
250 FOR~AT C*ITHIS JOB IS COMPLETE.*' 
END 
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102 
103 
1031 
1032 
10~ 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
1101 
1102 
111 
112 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
131 
132 
133 
IH 
SUE~OUTINE SI~GlE C'T,lO,NU".IER' 001 
CC'~O~ ISF/!FCC2.10C',SFMC3.5C' 002 
CC"C~ IlABlEI 'C1CCO"YCIC[OJ,ZC~OCJ,I'YC1[OJ.LlC100J.lJC100'. 003 
X NFC1DC),IXY'CSOJ.llMCSOJ.lJ'C~OOJ.NPZC~tOJ,lJZC~0"NZC50"I2CSO) 004 
C IXY= ORIGIN IN X AND Y ARRAYS 005 
C lL = 1 - LCE-lCC CURVES , =0 - lINE'R CURVES 006 
C lJ: FCl~l COU~TER 'E'ORY 007 
C ~p = ~C'BER OF FCI~TS O~ CURVE ~08 
C NU'= CLRVE NU"BER 009 
C IER: ER~OR FLAG 010 
XI=XT.SFCC1,~U"' 011 
I=IXlCNUM)-l 012 
L=l .. CNUM' 013 
lC IF Cl.GT.l.'~C.l.LE.~PC~lM)' GO TC ~O 014 
IER=1 015 
IF (L.E;.l' L=2 C16 
IF (L.GT.NPCNUM,) L=NPCNUM, 017 
GO TC SC 018 
30 K=L'I 019 
IF (XI.GE.XCK-l" GC TO 40 C20 
L=L.1 021 
GC TO 1C 022 
40 IF CXI.lE.XCK)' 6C TO SO 023 
L=l'l 024 
GO TO 1C 025 
50 L .. C~l!":L 026 
IF CLLCNUMJ.GT.OJ GO TO 60 027 
YC=(YCK-IJ.CXCKJ-XIJ-YCKJ*C'CK-IJ-XIJJ/CXCKJ-XCK-1J'/SFCC2,NUMJ ~28 
REllR~ 029 
~O XIL:ALOGC,IJ 030 
Y1:'LOGCYCK-l" 031 
Y2:'LCGCYCK) 032 
Xl:,LOGC'CK-l)' 033 
X~:'LCG(XCK)) . 034 
YO=EXPCCY1.CX2-XIL'-Y2*CX1-XIL)'/CX2-XIJ'/SFCC2,hUMJ 035 
REllRN 036 
Efllt 037 
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sueRO~lIHE CCUSLE CJT,ZT.YO.NUM.IER' 038 
COPPON ISF/~FCl2.100).SFM'3.5aJ 039 
COPPO~ IT_alEI )Cl0eO),YClDCD,.2C~00).I"(lDO"lLC100),LJC100). o~o 
, NfCl0C),I)lPC~C'.lLPCSO),L~PC~00),~PZC~CO),LJZC!C).NZCSC),IZCSO) 0_1 
C I,YP= CRIGI~ Il X , Y _RRAYS 0_2 
C IZ = OFIGI~ IN Z _RR_Y 0~3 
C LLP = 1 - LOG-LCG CLRVES , =0 LINEAR CURVE~ CAL~AYS LINEAR IN Z , O~~ 
C LJP = FCI~T COU~TER PEMCRY - X I Y IRRA1S 0~5 
C ~FZ = ~lPEER CF X-Y FCI~TS FeR E.CH Z VAL~E 0~6 
C LJZ = FCI~T COU~TER PEMCRY - Z ARRAl 0~7 
C ~~" = P'P NUMBER 0~8 
C IER = E~ROR FLA~ 0~9 
C lZ = NUMBER OF Z v.leES 050 
XI='T.SF"Cl,~U~) 051 
ZI=ZT.SFPC~,~LM) 052 
IZ2C=I2C~OP) 053 
IZC=I2Z0-1 OS4 
LZ=LJZCNUM) 055 
10 IF CLZ.ET.l.ANC.lZ.LE.NZ'NU"" GO TO 3C 056 
IER:l 057 
IF ClZ.EO.I' lZ=2 058 
IF ClZ.GT.HZCNUP)J LZ=NZCNUM' 059 
GO TO 50 060 
~O KZ=IZC+L2 061 
IF CZI.GE.ZCKZ-l') GC 1C ~o C62 
lZ=LZ-l 063 
GO 10 10 064 
40 IF CZI.LE.ZCKZ') GO TO 50 065 
lZ=LZ+l 066 
GC TO 10 067 
~C L~ZCNLM)=LZ. 068 
LIM=KZ-1 069 
IXYC=IXYPC~lPJ-l . 070 
CO EC I=I2ZC,LIP. 071 
EO IXYC=IXYO+NFZCIJ 072 
l=L~MCK2) 073 
7C IF lL.GT.l._HC.L.LE.NPZCKZ)J GO 1C eo 074 
IF CL.EC.I) L=2 075 
IF CL.GT.NFZCKZ» L=NPZCKZ) 076 
IER=1 077 
GO TO 100 078 
eo K=I)YO+l 079 
IF lJI.GE.JCK-IJ) GC TO 90 C80 
L=l-l 081 
GO TO 70 082 
90 IF CXI.lE.XCK» GO TO 100 083 
L=L.l 084 
GO TO 7C 085 
100 L~P'KZ)=L 086 
IF CLLMCNU").GT.C' GC TO 110 087 
YC2=rYCK-J)·(X(K)-XI)-YCKJ·(X(K-l)-XI»/(XC~)-XCK-l» 088 
GO 10 1~0 089 
l1C XIL=ALOGCXIJ 090 
YJ='LCGCYCK-JJJ 091 
XJ=_LOGCXCK-1» ~92 
Y~='LOGCYCK)J C93 
X~:'LCGCXCKJ) 094 
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YC2=CY1*CX2-XILJ-Y2*CXI-XIL'J/CX2-XIJ 
120 IX'C=IXTO-~F2CLI~J 
L=L .. IHK2-l) 
130 IF CL.GT.l.'~C.L.LE.NPZCKZ-lJJ GO TO 1'[ 
If CL.rC.lJ L=2 
IF CL.ET.NP2CKZ-IJl L=NPZCKZ-l) 
IER=l 
GC 10 UO 
1~0 K=IlIYO.L 
IF ('I.GE.XC~-lJ) GO TO 150 
L=L-l 
ec 10 1:!0 
1~0 IF CXI.LE.XCK)' GC TO 160 
L=L·l 
GC TO 130 
1~0 L~'CKZ-l'=L 
IF ClL"C~L'J.GT.O' GO TO 17C 
YCl=(YCK-l'*CXCKJ-XI'-YCKJ*CXCK-l'-XI"/CXCK'-XCK-l" 
GC 10 180 
170 Yl='lOGCYCK-l" 
U=JlCGCXCIC-U) 
T2='lCG CYCle» 
X2='lOG (UK» 
YOl=CYl*eX2-,IL)-T2*CXl-XIL»/eX2-Xl) 
lee 'C=CYCl*C2C~2J-2I'-'C2*CZ(K2-1'-2I"/CZCKZJ-ZCK2-1'J 
IF CLL'CN~'J.GT.O) TC=EXPCYC) 
ye='0/SF"C2,~~"J 
RETl!RN 
END 
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095 
096 
097 
098 
099 
100 
101 
102 
103 
10' 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115. 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
eLCCK O~TA GO 124 
CC~~t~ ITAELEI '(IQUD"Y(IQCD),ZC~DC).1)1(lCC).LLCIDD),L~CI0D), 125 
X ~PCI00),IXY~(50),LLKC5D'.L~KC50C'.NPZC5CO),l~2C~O),N2C50),12C50) 126 
CC~~ON ICO', Nl,N2.~3,IY.IW,IX,IE~ 127 
t~T' l~.L~~.L~Z/650.2/.1XT.~P.I,Y~.IZ/3CO·OI 128 
O_T' IY.I~,IER/I.1.DI 129 
E~O 13D 
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SLe~OUTINE READ C~1,~2,~3,I~.IW,I,.IER) 131 
CC"ON ITABlEI 'CICtC),Y'10tO),2C!OO),1)YCICD),llCI00),lJCI00), 132 
X NF(100).IXY'(SD).llft(5D).lJ'CSOD),NPZC~CO),lJZC~D"NZCSO),IZ(SD' 133 
COPPON ISF/SFCC2.100),SFftC3,50' 13~ 
~C=~3 135 
GO 10 (10,110),~1 136 
10 IF C~~.GT.0.A~D.~2.LE.I00' GO TC .0 137 
WRI1E (E,20) NO 138 
20 FORPAT '-DT~E NUftEER OF CURVES SPECIFIEC IN DECK NU"BER-,I3,- IS 139 
XINCORRECT.- ) 1~0 
3C IER=1 HI 
C CALL SKIFPR 
RETURN 1~3 
~O CO 160 ~CT=I,N2 1~~ 
REAC (S,50' ~LM,NFTS,lD~ft.SFl,SF2 1~5 
IF CSFl.Ea.C.) SFl=l. 1~6 
IF CSF~.E~.C.) SF2=1. 1~7 
~a FCRPAT C3I~,5X,~EI0.0) 1~8 
IF (NUM.GT.C.ANC.NUft.LE.I0D) GO TO 70 1~9 
WRITE (6,60' NO 150 
60 FORPAT (-OAl IlVAlIC CURVE It NUMEER WAS SPECIFIED IN DECK NUPBER 151 
J -,I~,- •• ) 152 
IER=1 153 
70 IF CLOCP.EQ.O.OR.lDUft.EQ.l) GO TO 90 15~ 
WRITE (E,8D) NUP 155 
80 FCR~AT '-OClRVE NUMEER-,I3,- WAS NOT SFECIFIEO TC BE LINEAR OR LO 156 
XEARIT~MIC •• ) 157 
IE~=1 158 
9D IF (NLM.LE.C.OR.NUM.GT.I00) GO TO 91 159 
LLClUM)=LDUP 160 
NP(lU"'=NPTS 161 
IXYClUP'=IV 162 
SFCel,NU"'=SFl 163 
SFCC2,NUM'=SF2 16~ 
91 IF eNPTS.GT.l) GO TO IDS 165 
WRI1E (6,100' NLP 166 
ICC FeR' AT C-OT~E lLPEER OF POllTS Cl CURVE ~UPEER-,I~,. WAS INCORREC 167 
,1lY SPECIFIEC.- ) 16B 
GO TO 30 169 
105 Il!=IV-l+NPTS 170 
IF eIX.LE.laOO) GO TO 120 171 
WRI1E CE,IIC) 172 
llC FORPAT C-CT~E ARR'YS FCR STCRAGE CF X A~C Y VALLES FOR CURVES A~D 173 
X MAFS HAVE EECOME TOO LARGE •• I- IT WILL EE hECESS.RY TO REMOVE ANY 17~ 
X UlUSEr CURVES AND/OR MAPS FROP THE DATA. I - OR CTHERVISE REO~CE 175 
XTHE lUPEER OF X '~C Y VALUES TO EE STORE[.- ) 176 
GO TO 3C 177 
120 RE.r (5,130) CXeI"YCI),I=IV,IX) 178 
130 FCRPAT C6EIC.O' 179 
IV=IV+l 180 
CC 150 I=IV,IX 181 
IF CXCI,.GE.XCI-l') GO TO IS0 182 
WRI1E CE.14C) N~P 183 
1~0 Fo~paT (.DT~E PCI~TS ON CURVE NUMEER.,I~,- 'RE lOT IN ORCER OF IN 18~ 
XCRE'SI~G VallES OF X.- ) 185 
IER=1 186 
GO TO lEO 187 
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150 CONTI~UE 188 
160 IV=IX+l 189 
RETLR~ 190 
I1D IF C~~.GT.t._~D.~~.LE.50) GC TO 1~0 191 
WRITE Ch18e) ~C 192 
ISO FCR~AT C-DT~E NUMEER OF MAPS SPECIFIED I~ CECK ~U"BER-,I~,- IS IN 193 
XCOR~ECT.-' 19~ 
GC TC 30 195 
l~C DC ~1[ ~CT=l,~2 196 
REA[ C~,SO' ~U~,L2,lCU~,SF1.SF2.SF3 197 
IF CSFl.EQ.O.' SFl=l. 198 
IF CSF2.EC.O.) !F2=1. 199 
IF C!F3.EQ.C.) SF3=1. 200 
IF CNLH.GT.[.ANO.~U'.lE.~O) GO TO 210 201 
WRIlE CE.20CJ ~D 202 
2CO FCR~AT C-O~~ INVALID M_P IC NUHEER WAS SFECIFIEC I~ DECK NUMBER-, 203 
, 13,·.- ) 20~ 
IE"=1 205 
21C IF Cll.GT.l' GC TO 2~0 206 
WRITE C6.22[) NU~ 201 
220 FCR~AT C-CT~E NUHEER OF Z V'leE! SPECIFIEC FeR 'AP NUMBER •• I3.- I 208 
XS INCORRECT.- , 209 
IER=1 210 
2~0 IF ClCU'.EC.O.C~.LDl'.EC.l' GO TC 250 211 
WRITE C6,2~C) NUH 212 
2~C FCR~AT ,-OH'P N~~EER-.I~,- WAS ~OT SPECIFIEC TO EE LINEAR OR LOGA 213 
'RITh'IC •• , 21~ 
IER:l 215 
~5C IF C~L'.LE.C.CR.AL'.GT.~O' GO TC 251 216 
LL'CNLH'=LClH 217 
I2C~UH'=IW 218 
IXl~CNU"=IV 219 
N2e~L"=LZ 220 
SF'Cl,NC"=SFl 221 
SF~C2,NC')=SF2 222 
SF'C3.~L')=SF3 223 
251 CO ~10 N=l,LZ 22~ 
REAC C5.260' ZCIV"NPTS 225 
2EO FOR'AT 'EI0.0.I~' 226 
IF C~.EQ.l) GC TC 2E1-' 227 
IF czeIv'.GT.Z(IW-l" GC TO 2El 228 
WRITE (E.26~' NUH 229 
262 FOA~AT (.CI~ RAP NU~BER-.I3 ••• THE CURVES ARE NOT ENTERED IN CRCE 230 
'F CF I~CREASING VALUES OF Z.- , 231 
IEA=l 232 
261 IF CNPTS.GT.l' GC TC 2eo 233 
WRITE (6.27[) NL'.ZClW' 23~ 
21D FOP"n c-oa HAP r.UMeER •• I3 ••• --Tt'E-;;UI~eER OF POINTS ON THE CLRVE 235 
lieF l YS X FCR Z =-,£12.5,- IS INCORRECT.. , 236 
GO TO 30 237 
~eo r.P2CI~)=~PTS 238 
IX=IY+NPTS-l 239 
IF CU.LE:.1000) GO TO 290. 240 
WRITE e6.11C) 2~1 
GC TC ~[ 2~2 
2~C RE'C C5,130' CXCI"YCI"I=IV.IX) 2~3 
IV=IV+l 2~4 
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DO ~91 I=IV,IX 245 
If (XCIJ.GT.XCI-l'J GO TO 291 246 
WRITE C6,2~lJ NU',ZCIWJ 247 
~~~ FCR'AT C-CI~ 'AP ~UMeER-,I3,- T~E ClRVE FOR 2=-,EI2.5,- HAS NCT B 248 
XEEN EhTEREC J~ OReER CF INeREASIAG X. - J 249 
IER=1 250 
GO TO 2t.i3 251 
HI CCPtTlf\CE 252 
:&t.i3 IV=U41 253 
IW=IW.l 254 
IF CIW.LE.~Cl' GO TO 310 255 
WRllE CE,~OCJ 256 
~oo FOR'AT ('CT~E ARRAY FOR STORAGE OF THE VALUES OF Z FOR ,APS HlS B 257 
XECO'E Toe LARGE.-" IT ~ILL BE NECESSARY TO REMOVE ANY UNUSED 'APS 258 
) FRC' THE ClTl-" OR CT~ERWISE REDUCE T~E NU'BER CF Z VALUES TO BE 259 
X STCFEC.- , 260 
GO TC 3t 261 
~10 COPtTINUE 262 
REllRN 263 
ENt 264 
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8. Example Computation of Duct Loss Characteristics 
The duct pressure loss characteristics which are input to the computer program in 
the form of llP/P versus W jTip are evaluated as outlined in this section. The evaluation 
of the duct loss characteristics for the four duct sections downstream of the diverter 
valve to the ejector primary nozzle plenum chamber are shown in detail, making use of 
the curves contained in the SAE Aerospace Applied Thermodynamics Manual (Reference 
A-I), and the Mach function tables of Reference A-2. 
Figure A-2 is a sketch of the duct system for which the pressure loss characteristics 
are evaluated. The four duct sections are identified by the corresponding station numbers 
of Figure A-I. Consider the duct section from station 4 to station 8. The pressure loss in 
this duct section is the sum of three parts: 1) friction loss, 2) bend loss, and 3) an 
expansion loss. The pressure loss in the duct is, then 
llP/P = (4fL/D + KB + KE) q/P 
where 4fL/D is the friction loss coefficient, KB is the bend loss coefficient and KE is the 
expansion loss coefficient. L/D is the length/diameter ratio for the duct. The friction 
factor, 4f, is evaluated from Figure IA-5 of reference A-I as a function of Reynolds num-
ber at a surface roughness ratio of 0.00001. The equivalent diameter of the rectangular 
duct is given by 
De = 2 ab/(a+b) = 2 (8.78)(7.785)/(8.78+7.785) = 8.25 in. 
The Reynolds number is given by the following: 
Re = (720)(W)(De)/ [(,LL)(A) J 
where W is the flow rate, lb/min, De IS the equivalent diameter, inches, f1. is to VISCOSity 
in Ib/ft.hr, and A is area in in2• The vIscosity may be consIdered to be the following func-
tion of temperature (OF). 
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69 STATION 9 
STATION 8 
Figure A-2. Duct System Downstream of Diverter Valve 
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p. = .04 + (6.05 x 1O-5)T 
The "design point" flow conditions were taken to be the engine operating point of 
101.5% RPM and 21 % stall margin for which W = 71.6 Ib/sec and T = 1375 of. Each duct 
is considered to flow 1/4 of the total engine flow. The design point Reynolds number is 
then 0.76 x 106• From Figure lA-5 of Reference 1, the friction factor is then: 
4f = .012 
The duct length is taken to be the total length from the diverter valve exit to the exit of 
the expansion section (ejector primary nozzle plenum). The friction loss coefficient is, 
then: 
4fL/D = (.012)(30/8.25) = .0437 
The bend coefficient was evaluated from Figure 1A-20 of Reference A-I at an 
aspect ratio of 1.1 and a radius ratio of 1.28. The bend loss coefficient is 0.15. The 
expansion loss coefficient was evaluated from Figures lA-38 and lA-41 of Reference A-I. 
AI/ A2 is 69/91 and Figure IA-38 yields .062 for the sudden expansion loss coefficient. 
Since data for expansion factors for a transition from a rectangular diffuser inlet to a 
triangular exit are not available, it was approximated to be 0.5 using Figure lA-41 as a 
guide. The expansion loss coefficient is then .031. 
The total loss coefficient for the duct section is, then 
KT = 4fL/D+ KB + Ke = .0437 + .15 + .031 = .2247 
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When the above analysis was done for all 4 ducts, the following were obtamed: 
Sta.4-8 Sta. 4-9 Sta. 4-10 Sta.4-11 
Friction Loss .0437 .0727 .0872 .0727 
Bend Loss .1500 .1300 .1100 .1452 
Expansion Loss .0310 .0310 .0310 .0310 
Total .2247 .2337 .2282 .2489 
The characteristics plotted in Figure A-3 were obtained by use of the Mach function 
tables of Reference A-2 for a ratio of specific heats of 1.34. For example, at a mach 
number of .1, the flow function (W./T/PA) is .08938 and the q/p is .0067. The parameter 
w/T/P is 
w.ffip = (Wft/PA)(A) = 6.167 
and PIP = KT q/P = (.2247)(.0067) = .00151 (sta. 4-8) 
The above was repeated for several duct mach numbers and the results shown in Figure 
A-3 were obtained. 
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Figure A-3. Ejector Duct Pressure Loss Characteristics 
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